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THREE CENTURIES OF AMERICAN INEQUALITY

I. -Growth Now-Equality Later?

Is increasing.inequality an, inevitable byproduct of modern economic'
r

growth?

Indeedrs>can the investment requirements of .early "capitalist

development only be satisfied by the surplus generated by rising.inequality?

Can only the advanced twentieth century economies afford the

luxury: of egalitarian trends

?;

4;4
Questions
such as these have been at the heart of social and
.

economic historical theory since Britaln began the Industrial Revolu
tion two centuries ago,

The answers are slow in coming and the historical

e
'N
debateover the English worker's standard of living is as hot today as.

it was in the first.half. of the'nineteenth century.when EAgland's
.

Candition.was-being debated so vigorously.

The issue is Hardly academic

since similar debates'have warmed to the boiling pOint ihsalmost all
Yet, in spite of this long.trb.dition

,contemporary Third World nations.

which confronts the "growth rlw-equality lacer" issue, quantitative
documentation of historical inequality experience rem

s/

iinadequate.

A little progress has been made since KUznets's [1955] 'Ilea to the
economics profession some twenty years ago, but a full scale attack on
the documentation of historical

nequality Mends is only now beanning.

Make no mistake ab.out it:. long-terd historical documentation is essen.

tial to the formuiation and testing of theories of capitalist growth,

and distribution.

Knowing how inequality changed with economic develop-

tent in the past is'an,fessential step towards judging how closely

inequality is linked either to rapid growth or to early stages of
development,

4

United States experience is especially interestingand relevan
cif for no other reason becauseof de Tocqueville's famous hope tha
the New World could somehow avoid the classic conflict between m Bern

growth and income equality, a conflict so painfully obVious in

nglanitig

,

.

and the European continent even as early as the 18305 when de Tocqueville
What does. Ameri

made his fampuS visit to, America:

now reveal

's reco

a kentury and a half later?
By,,sifting through tax lists", probate records, payr 11 data, and

manuscript censuses, a generation of social and economic h4torians
can.now supply' us with considerable,insight into-the pre-1929-experi,

ence.

The outstandipg fact is that income inequality has displayed

considerable variance since the seventeenth century. 'There is no
eternal constancy to the degree of inequality in total income, in,
labor,earnings, or in income from conventional nonhuman wealth, either
Non uman

-before or after the . effects of government taxes and spending.

wealth steadily became more unequally distributed from the late
,seventeenth century to the late nineteenth.

Income and earnings

distributions are much more difficult to document bUt what data we
I

f

have suggest no clear trend in earnings inequality from the late
seventeenth century to the st4rt of the nineteenth and the onset of
modern industrialization.,

This general stability ended not too many

years prior to de Tocqueville's visit.

Throughout the Antebellum'?

period, stexting aYound 1820, wide earnings gaps opened up, skill
premia were on the rise,,and wealth concentration accelerated.
short, Skilled labor, professional groups, and

rban wealth holders

prospered much faster than '.farm hands and:the urban unskilled.
4
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°dramatic change in*northeastern 01
Amesida'4-income distributiOn wft
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4

ilargely complete by 1860 or 1880.

After the Civil-Tar, earnings

Nigh levels 2.
and total income 'inequality fluctuated atound'historically
With one last secular inequality'surge,at least in urban. America,
appearing fromtitt. 1890s to World War I.9 A brief 'and dramatic

levelling .of incomes during World War I.was erased by the 1920s
so 'that wide inequality was restored by 1929.

The 1920s repiesent a watershed in American inequality experi-,'
.,, ..,.

.

ence.

With the appearance of new and far more detailed data, Simon
.

.,

_.....

.

.

Kuznets and others supplied estimates purporting to show that income
inequality dropped dramatically between the late 1920s and the late
1

1940s.

,Defenders and critics of capitaligm alike picked up this

new ammunition, and the perennial debate broke out once again,

Arthur

Burns viewed this levelling as solid eviance.that priyate enterise
.

counted
led to a just and equal distributiOn of economic rewards, and.
the transformation "as one of. the.great social revolUtions of
..,

.

.
.

.

.

"2
history. -.

.

Butns was defending only mature capitalism ay an
1

3

income leveller, and even he might concur with the Kuineta,conjecture
'

that incomes are equalized.onl; late in the process of capitalist

development.f011owing long episodes of increasing inequality.

This

invited'the.inference that if the. poor in developing Countriet wou:LJ_
,

only be patient ("growth now"), capitalism would eventually become
a levelling force ("equality later").

The Critics would not even accept this weak and tardy defense of
capitalism.

In fact some still deny that income has really become

morequally distributed, 'They charge that Burn's "social revolution"

6

.

4

is based on statistical legerdemain.

Since the 1920s the rich have

become more adept at concealing their incomes.

Social statisticians

9:

have, in turn, distorted' the data even further'to'produce a false
equalization of income.

IL the truth were knoWn, say the critics,

income inequality -rises at the onset of capitalist development and

, fails to reverse thereafter.

Furthermore, say the critics, aggregate

inequality statistics hide more fundamental distribution indicators.
In particular, the critics assert that class pay differentials have
vo.0.4

not collapsed since the 1920s.

4

The issue being debated is an important one, even though neither
side has answered such basic questions as:

unequal?

Justhow unequal is too

Once we reject the simple yardstick of absolute equality,

rejected even by the. People's Republic of China, then the level of

politically acceptable inequality becomes vague.. Indeed, injustice
is a far more serious problem than, inequality to some observers. -Such

complexitieS'help explain why "No political party has [ever] adopted
J

a s]ogan

.of

.'A .300 Gini ratio, or fight!'"5

Still, it 43s appropriate

to debate what has happened if we are to understand why it happened.
When all '.the necessary adjustments .to the raw data have been

considered, it still' appears that income and wealth were more evenly
distributed just before the Koreaa War than in 1929%.

The . "revolutionary'

'levelling was indeed as great as Kuznetdrs data first implied.

Further-

1

more, the levelling in incomes before taxes and transfers was at least

as greet as.the entire equalizing effect of 'government redistribution,
'.the latter alsb occurring between 1929 and the Korean War.

equality has shown little trend since.Korea.

Income

There has been a slight.

4

5

postwar trend toward income inequality before, but not after, government
taxes and spending.

The entire hitory of inequality also highlights another important
point:

Inequality movements have not been the result Of mere movements
Rather, they have followed trends in the

among demographic groups.

\

.

basic occupational pay gaps as well as the level and dispersion in
Any long-run income distribution theory must

profit rates and rents.

explain why profit rates and the whole factor rent of pay structureitself changes over time.

This essay surveys the detailed evidence that has revealed these

broad patterns. pl (seek primarily to clarify American ineqnality
6

history..

ougher task of explanation elsewhere\

We pursueNtha

II:

Measuring .Inequality

Any measure of inequality requires choosing an income concept,
.

,

a recipient unit, a length of time over which income flows, and a
summary statistic for quantifying "overall" inequality.
of what kind of income?

Inequality

Over a year or over a lifetime?

Among whom?

IsJmequality rising or falling when both the top 20 percent and the
bottom 20 percent experience the same percentage gains relative

to

the middle income group?

Economists have revealed just how sensitLve our perceptions of
7

inequality are to these conceptual questions.

Yet there is more to

gain from the available facts than just the knowledge that inequality

measurement is a complicated busin

.

Two concepts of aggregate

inequality relate especially well to popular intuition, and both

8

can be traced through the historical data.

One is the inequality

of the Tre-fisc distribution of real'income among individuals.

If

we wish.to.document how an economy rewards individuals, we need a

'distributional indexhased on nominal incomes,befort taxes and
govel.nment spending, including capital gains and imputed_rents and

deflated.by.a class-speci0c cost -of- living index.

This concept'
A*

coincides with common notions of what is meant b -' the distribution
A

of earning power, although the faCds on individual labor' force part-

icipants is blurred in the data since property incomes are often-earhed b

'families or by individuals outside the labor force,

The other workable concept of inequality followed here is the
post-government (hereafter post-fisc) distributiron of real income per

personl(or per adult-equivalent consumer unit) among households.

This

concept reflects our concern with the inequality of living standards
after the effects of transfers and taxes have had their influence.
Regatdless of the inequality measure one selects, its movements
can always be decomposed into three distinct components relating to
specific population groups or social classeS
(1)

inequality trends due to relative changes in 3roups' average
Incomes;

(2)

inequality trends due to changes in income inequality witfiin
groups; and

(3)

inequality trends due to population shifts, or shifts in the
shares of the overall population belonging to different groups.

This breakdown is relevant whatever the groups chosen:
pations, age groups, or regions.
applied to income by source.

classes, occu-

Such decompositions can also be

For example, labor earnings can be
ft

separated from property incomes, so that aggr7gate inequality trends

Fit

7

can be decomposed into those due to_ (l) wage-stretching, high profit
'
.

I

rates and thLs, to changes in the relative returns on human and non-

human assets, (2) changes in human and nonhuman wealth distributions,
\\.

and (3) shifts in the share of property income (nonhuman wealth) in
total income (total wealth).

Decomposing inequality trends into these component parts is
,

valuable for two reasons.

First,it supplies additional clues about

the sources of inequality change.

Any hypothesis aimed at explaining

overall inequality must be consistent with the wayS in.which each of
hese components has moved.

n5p,

Second;, the breakdown serves to isolate

inequality movements that society seems to care about most.

any would be alarmed if increased. inequality was explained solely

ty the fact that the average pay of executives and professionals rose
relative to unskilled workers.

Indeed, most of the shouting has been

about movements in'"clase pay rates.

Increased inequality within

groups may also gene-ate social concern.

We tend to get less excited,

hOwever, about Movements in inequality produced by mere population
shifts.'

Fur exdmple, rising inequality might be viewed as spurious

if it resulted merely from a voluntary shift in population from
large-family househoJ.ds bp separate living quarters for individuals

and couples, or from the migration of workers- off the farm.

It is

important, therefore, to separate true changes in pay structure from
mere population shifts.-

inequality episodes.
What follows is a historical chronology of

by apparent changes
These long period phases are delineated'notably
availability.e Each period
in trend but,. alas, also by changes in data

is introduced with an examination of the available inequality indicators.

Each section also compares inequality movements with shifts in occupational pay ratios to judge the extent to which. inequality ch
because of a shift in the pay, structure itself.

ges1;1

Our chronology starts

with the more abundant contemporary data, and extends backward toward
Jamestown.

Postwar Stability -

III.

By almost any yardstick, inequality has changed little since
the late 1940s.

If there has been any trend, it is toward slightly

more inequality in pre-fisc income and toward slightly less inequality
n post-fisc income.

The data that yieldlthis conclusion differ greatly from each other..
Several series are available:

the Statistics' of Income reported by the.

,Internal Revenue Service, the Survey of Consumer Finances, the Census
Bureau's Otirrent Population Survey, the income distributions of the

Social Security Administtation, and the benchmark consumer surveys of the
.Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Apart from the fact that they are4gathered

[

for tax purposes, the IRS data stand'out by.their exclusion of transfer

The anonymous survey data differ from

payments from money income.

each other in their coverage of income and especially in their definiOne' would expect such diversity

tion of the recipient unit.
a variety i

`produce

the estimates, but in fact none of the inequality measures

exhibits any dramatic ttenC.

S

A

In other words, each available

s eries

shows the sane stability displayed by the share of the top 5 percent
of income.rec

ientS in the'Sociaf Security population, shown in
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10

However, the main available series do not completely coincide
with either of our concepts of income inequality.

To see .hoF the

trend in (the pre-fist inequality among individuals would look, we
must ask what changes would result if the origirii1.1, series were

forced to conform to the above definition of, pre-fisc distribution..

If transfer payments were excluded froth money income, then the

resulting statistics documenting truly pre-governMental income
inequality would rise.a bit faster over the postwar years,

9

as in

fact is the case with pre-fisc income as measured in the official
IRS numbers.

The trend toward more unequal incomes before the effects

of government would be further reinforced by another adjustment:

It

haS.been argUed that if we really knew what fring6,benefitS people
received along witH their regular paychecks, then the trend toward'

income equality would infact.be stronger than jt7appears in the numbers
at hand.

10

In principle, one should also adjust for the fact that the

rich and poor buy different items, with the poor spending a greater
share of their incomes on necessities:. If the pi'ice of food, housing,

and medical care had risen faster than theeprices of luxuries"over
the postwar era, then real income inequality would have been rising
faster than.nominal inequality.

As it turned.out, there was no

significant change in these relative prices up to 1970.

After that

date, however, the relative prices of necessities have risen, rein/

forcing the most recent trends toward nominal inequality.

11

summarythe adjustments considered have served only to underline
tliel

kelihcod that_the trend in pre -fist income inequality was
-._
..

,

significant y but not .dramatically upward.
-

..

1.f-)

1

It has been argued that what looks like a slighOtread toward
inequality may have been due just to population shifts;, like the

trend toward morn fragmented households or the shift in age distributions.

FOr'examPlei.Alice Rivlin has suggested that..people,have*

tended toward sep&-ate living arrangements, aideuel pment fostered

by changes in attitAdes towards work by women and/alSo by such programs
'as Social Securiy'aiidcAid to Dependent Children

:12:

This may be, but
,

.

rrecting for chariges in household:type or in the share of earners

who arT womendoes not affect the inequality trend very much. Studies
that have held demographic compositioncon.stst, still have found a
slight trenc: toward greater inequality of.Pre-fisc,income,

Similarl3"t

holding the agesdistribution constant also fails to eliminate the
.slight'trend 'toward more dnequal incomes.

13

The ,trend i4 inccale inequality after taxes

..,

tran:Sfers, andithe

,

estimated effects o'l government purchases has been either steady or
,

-

slightly towbrd equalityqle,tween'1950,and'197-0.

In other words, the

government 1-11S become a slightly more income-equalizing force. across

the.1950s.and.1960s.

While thetax system has had a less "progressive"

effect, government purchases and transfers have had an !increasingly
equalizing'effect.

14

The net result is a degree of income. levelling

thro gh government that has risen, leaving the'post-fisc inequality
of

.11come. in 1970 almost as great as in 1950.

If demographic adjusttents fail to influence the trend in
inequality much, then the stability -or slight rise in inequality

should also show uT in an examination of postwar trends in occupa.

tiOnal Tay ratios.

T he p ay -fat

in Figure 2 seem to confirm this

14
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hunch for the pctk.tyar years.

One can doubt, of course, that pay

ratios between two occupations can capture the complexity of overall
distribution trends.

After all,*there are many skill Categories and

age- experience groups within each.occupation.

Furthermore, no one

occupation can be trusted to reflect the sate petcentile position on

areafwaYs
the income spectrum year after year, even'though some groups
more highly paidbthan others.

The nature of any one job also drifts

With time --- neither doctors .nor the "unskilled" do the same things ,they

did a century ago.

In spite of all'thete reservations, pay ratios dO

indeed' trace out trends that coincide with that of the "true" inequality measures.

unskilled nonfarm
Figure 2 brings, this out by comparing
Since-the Korean War there has

workers to higher-paid occupations.

industrial skilled Corkers
been'no change in the pay advantage that
(Figure 3, Series 3) have over unskilledworkers.15

Nor, in turn,

was there any change in the pay advantage,of thete unskilled nonfarm
workers over farm workers.

16

On the other hand, blue - collar and farm

workers appear to have fallen a little further behind the:higher- aid
17

ptofessional and nonfarm managerial groups.

The series relati g.to

teachers, professors, and physicians in Figure 2 show some varia ions
.on this theme.

Throughout the postwar/ periOd, physicians. have succeeded
oceu7.

in widening the income gap between alemselves and all other ma
i

This, privileged pi4y position was obviouslY-irintainedpational groups.
N,
er
,
with the help of barriers -to entry The relative fortunes of teachers
.

,

;

/a.

and professors peaked around 1967/3,,ut have sagged since then.0

general, then, occupational pay ratios exhibit the same slight drift
--

'toward greater pre -fisc inequality displayed by the direct measures
f overall inequality.,

16

14

IV.

The Levelling Era, 1929-1951

The Income Revolution

There appears to have been a dramatic and pervasive shift toward
more. equal incomes between the Wall, Street Crash and the Korean War.

The entire income spectrum seemed, to converge.

The greatest changes

were the rise of tha share received by the poorest fifth and the decline
in tie share received by the top fifth (especially the top 5 percent).
In 1929, the average income of the richest fifth was 15.5 times that of
the pooest fifth..

By 1951 this ratio had dropped Co 9.0.18 ,An

impressive levelling also occurred in reginnal,inequality as revealed
'by estimates'of personal income per capita derived from-state produc,

tiOn data.

The North-South gap in average incomes dropped dramatically,

in pare due to the heavy migration of lOw-income workers from the South
19

to northern urban centers.

As-we.shall,See, in no other extended

period' of American history did, the available indicators swing so

sharply toward equality,.
Thia levelling was remarkable.in two respects.

a 22-year period that was.far from unifOrm.

First, it..spanned

Between these two full

employment dates, the U.S. sank into its Greatest Depression, surged
back with the help of World War II, had a postwar boom, and then entered
the Korean War.

°Such turbulent times might be expected to have brought'

reversals'jn inequality trends, but the leVelling appears to hav

con:-

tinued unabated /throughout, although it seems to have accelerated
during World

Second, the trends reported in Figure 1 are all

the more remarkable since they document a levelling of Incomes before
the effects of government are included.

1 'i

Furthermore, this.decrease

in pre-fisc inequality appears tolhavebeen as great as the entire/
equalization achieved by all government programs in 1950, and almpst
as great as the total equalizingleffect of govetnment programs in
20
19 70 .

eries.

Sb say the main available

Would the egalitarian trend

kt

orrecting the main series so that they

be reinforced or eliminated by

correspond to our two concepts pf inequality?

The corrections run

1

in both directions.

One adjus Ment that would magnifiy the "income

revolution" would be the inclusion,of capital gains and losses in
the definition of income.

PrOfessor Kuznets has estimated that the
1

capital gains actually realiz' d through the sales of assets would

have raised the share of theltop 5 percent by 3.60 percent in 1929,
by 0.17 percent in 1940, and by 1.86 percent'in 1946.21

The top.

5 percent so adjusted fell by 3.43' percentage points mere across the
F.

1930s, and 1.74 percentage points more over the eheire period i9291946; than the shares plotted in Figure 1 would imply.

The inclusion

of capital gains magnifys the egalitarian trend for the whole period
and shifts more of the levelling back to the 1930s.

The same changes would be repeated by adjusting for trend
The cost of purchasing a "low-

differences in class cost-of-living.

income" bundle of goods and services dropped relative to the cost of
a "high-income" buridle between 1929 and 1940.

Most of this cost-of-

living advantage for the low-income family was then loSt.across the
'1940s.

22

r

.

The net effect of the cost-of-living correction is to

shift the timing of the egalitarian trend back toward the 1930s,

while slightly augmenting the:apparent percentage decline for the
entire period 1929-1951.

16

Adjustment for changes in the age composition would also reinforce the egalitarian trend.

A population that has a higher average

age will have a greater dispersion of incomes for any giVen set of
life-cycle opportunities.

IncomeS rise steeply across the adult age

'groups until around age 50 and fall more gradually for those still
in the labor'forde.

Thus, an olderilpopulation, which is a popula-

tion with more widely. varying ages, will show greater inequality for
any one year.

The aging of the population should tend to raise

income inequality for another reason:

The dispersion in incomes

tends to be higherifor higher age rang s.

Since the adult popula-

tion aged considerably between 1929 and 1951, the. observed

tion tends to understate the equanzation of life-cycle incomes.
Two other adjustments would dampen the egalitarian trend.

The

first is an adjustment for the extent to which the rich hide a-larger
of their incomes from their income-tax forms than do the poor.
Such differences in the extent -of underreporting are a serious matter

for the judgment of inequality trends, since the OBE-Goldsmith series

is a bend of official tax-return data and Census survey data, and the
other series in Fig6Te'l rest squarely on fax returns.
naiture, th

By its very

successful underreporting of income is impossible' to

quantify wi h certainty.

Yet the issue is not whether or.not the

'rich underre ort their incomes but whether' the ratio of their under,

reporting to that of lower income groups has changpd over time.

There

is noobviOus reason to believe it has, since the same wartime surge
in incomes'that gave\the rich higher income-tax rates to.avoid also

made"the bulk of the population liable to income taxes for-the first
time.

Furthermore, most of the tax evasion stressed by-the critics

17

of Kuznets's study was not the outright concealing of income-but a

repackaging of parts of high incomes into capital gins and other
,-)

categories that were taxed more lightly than ordinaryincome..

Such

repackaged incomes are visible, and Kuznets's original study seems to
have captured much of their effect under adjustments for capital gains
and unwarranted deductions.

We do not believe that the underreporting

of incomes could have risen so much faster in high-income groups than
in lower-income groups between 1929 and- 1951 as Perlo s counterestimates
imply.

23

The Convergence of Pay Ratios

Thus far, it appears that the levelling of pre-fisc income was
nearly as great as the conventional estimates had implied all along,

and that the levelling of-post-fiscincome was much greater.

The

direct measures of aggregate inequality4re not the only kind of
evidence of this levelling, however.

.

The same impression could have

been. conveyed by data on wealth inequality. or pay ratio's.

As for

wealth inequality, the Lampman estimates given in Figure 3 show that
the share of personal l'qealth held by, the top 1 percent of adults

dropped from 36.3 percent in 1929 to somewhere between 20 and 25
percent-around mid-century.

Occupatiorial pay ratios like those in

Figure 2 reveal the same levelling, even thougli they are drawn from

different survey data from thos
inequality.

Between 1929 and

used in measuring aggregate pre-fisc"

951, unskilled nonfarm workers reaped

.far greater percentage gains in pay, than all of the major groups
above them on the income scale.

Unskilled workers gained ground not
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Notes and Sources for Figure 3:

share of gross assets held by. richest 1
percent of adult population of the U.S., from Robert Lampman,
The Share of Top Weaithholders in National Wealth, 1922-1956
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962), p. 204; and
James D. Smith and Stephen D. Franklin, "The Concentration
of Personal Wealth-, 192271969," American Economic Review,
1922-31.6
Vol. 64, no. 2(May 1974), p. 166. Lampplan gives:
1933-28.3,
1939-30.6,
1945-3.3,
1949percent, 1929-36.3,
1953-27.5
percent,
Smith and Franklin give:
20.8, 1953-24.3.
U.S.'population
as
1965-29.2, 1969-24.9, using the total
a baSe.

(1) Total US pop.,, 1922-1969:

the shares of gross assets' (held by the top
(2) US .households, 1962:.
10 percent and no -poi_ percent of households'_ calculated from

the Federal Reserve survey results reported in Dorothy S.
Projector and Gertrude A. Weiss, Survey of Financial Characteristics of Consumers (Washington: Federal Reserve Board,
1966), Federal Reserve Technical Paper, Table A2, Share of
top 10 percent-between 60.41 percentand/62.71 percent; share
of top 1 percent-between 30.10 percent snd 31.10 percent.
The results of a 1953 survey conducted by the Federal Reserve
(Federal Reserve Bulletin, 1953) showed somewhat less-inequality
of holdings of total assets (Lampman, Share of'Top Wealth-Holders,
pp. 195-196), so that the 1953 distribution may have resembled
that for 1962.
(3)'US.free males, 1860 and:1870: shares of gross assets held.by
richest 10 percent and richest 1 percent, from sampleS drawn
frommanuscript,U.S. censuses: The uppe4. dots.for 1860 and
the dots for 1870 give Lee Soltov's/estimatesfor free males
20 andolder, generously provided to the present authors by
PrOfessor Soltow in personq. correspondence. These estimates
are presented in greater detail in/his Men and Wealth in the
United States, 1850 -1870. (New Haven: Yale University Press,
In 1860 the top 10 percent and the top 1 percent held
1`975).
73 percent and 2 percent of the 'personal wedith-TrFdpettively.
In 1870 their respectiVe shares.Were 68 percent and 25 perdeht-for whiter adult males, or 70 percent and:27 percent among all
adult males. The lower dots fOr_the U.S. in 1860 are the shares
of wealth held-by the top::decile an top perCentile of families,
as estimated from--the manuscript census by/RObert E., Gallman,
:"Trends in the Size Distribution of Wealth in the Nineteenth
Some Speculations,' in Lee Soltow (ed.), Six Papers
Century:
on the Size Distribution of Wealth and Income (NeWHYork;--NBER,
The top decile held 71 or-77 percent,. depending
1969), Table 1.
on whether one treats slaves as property or as penniless potential
property owners, while the top percentile held 24 percent with
slaves viewed as either property or penniless potential property
owners (hut not both).
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their shares of total
(4) Top .031 percent of US families, 1840-1890:
national wealth, from Gellman, op. cit., Table 2, 1840:
6.9 percent, 1850-7.2 to 7.6 percent, 1890 -14.3 to 19.1
percent.
(5) Massachusetts, 1829-1891:
the shares (::.f total estimated wealth
held by the richest decile'ofadult males dying in Massachusetts -in,theperiods 1829-31, 4859,61, 1879-81, and 1889-91.
The YalUes held at death show greater inequality than -would
the vallues h-ld- by living adult males at any point in time.
The primer. 'Ate on the.velues of probated estates are from,'
Messachur_Lu. Bureau of Statistics of Labor, Twenty-Fifth
Annual Report (Boston, 1895), Mass. Public Document§ for 1894,
vol...XI, Doc
15.
The figures for the latter three periods

.

wereadjustedffor estimated deaths of males without wealth
and'for assumed distributions of wealth among uninventoried
estates by W. £. King, The Wealth and Income of the People
of the United States (New York: MacMillan, 1915),. Tables
IX and X and accompanying text.
A carefulscrutiny of King's
estimates revealed the specifio-assumptions he made. -These
assumptions Were not given any careful justification but do
not seemi.mplausible.- Kiag's ssumpt,ions- were also applied
to the 1829-31 distribution of probated wealth.
FOr 1829-31
it was assumed that the total number of' adult male deaths was
in the same ratio to the adult male pop lation of'llassachusetts_
as-in 1859-61,an assurDoCikpn7based on a reading of Maris A.
Vinovskis, "Mortality Rates 'and Trends in-Massachusetts before
1860," journal of Economic History, vol. 32no. l(March 1972),
pp. 202-213. The top docile shares:
1829-31-71.27 to 73.11
-

percent, 1859-61-80.4,percent, 1879 -81- 87.15 percent, 188991-82.47 to 83.39.percent:'
.

(6) Boston Taxpayers
Allereku:ikoff, "The Progress. of
1687-1845
Inequality in Revolutionary Boston," William and Mary Quarterly,
3rd series, vol. 28, no. 3(July 1971), Table II, and James A.
Henretta, "Economic DeVelopinent andSocial Structure in
Revolutionary Boston," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd series,
v01. 22,-no. 1 (Januery965), Tables 1 and II.v, p. 185. The
shares held by the top 10 percent, adiusted to include adult
males without Wealth: z<
16871771
1790
63.46
46,60
64.7D..
In persorl correspondence dated Nov. 20,-. 1975, Gerald B.
Warden has warned that one takes great risks in trying to infer
,,.
the level and trend of wealth inequality from-Boston's tax
assessments.
His own work with the tax lists of 1681 and.17,71
suggests that the undervaluati-on ratios varied greatly (e.g.
1:20 for some kinds or assets, n12 for others) while many
assets escaped assessment.altngether: His own adjustments
yield top - docile shares of 42.3 percent for 1681'and 47.5
percent fot 1'771, but he presents these only as. rough indications-of how sensitive the estimates hf wealth inequality are
to possible.blAsS in the tax lists.
.

.

.

.

.

.

w
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The estimates.fca. 1820,/1830 and 1845 were taken from
Gloria Main, "Inequality in/Early America: The Evidence Of
Probate Records froM Massachusetts and Maryland," 4mto.,
1975, Table II.- She'has reworked the' original published
dataaS it appeared in Edward Pessen, Riches, Class, and Power
Before the Civil War (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1973),
pp. -38-40 and in L'emuel Shattuck, Report to the Committee of
the City Council Appointed to Obtain the Census of Boston for
1846), p. 95. Her.adjusted decile
(Boston:
the Year 1845...
1820-50.3 percent, 1830-66.2
shares of male taxables are:
percent, 1845-72.9 percent.

top decile of total wealth
(7) Boston Inventoried Eatates, 1650-1891:
See discussion
inventoried at time of death of adult males.
The figures for 1650-1788 'eke from G. Main'
in '(5) above.
Those far 1829-1891
"Inequality in. Early America," Table IV.
are "adjusted" and taken froM the same source, Table VI.
1650-64-60 percent, 1665-74-64
The top decile share are:
percent, 1685-94-46 percent, 1695-1704-50 percent, 1705 -1456 percent, 1715-19-54 percent, 1750-54-7.53 percent, 176069- 53.percent, 1782-88-56 percent, 1829-31-83 percent, 185961-93.75 percent, 1879 -81, -83.9 percent, 1889-91-85.8 percent.
(8) Rural Suffolk County, 1650-1891: 'top decile of total wealth invenSee discussion and
toried at time of death of adult males.
sources.iisted in (7). above. ThiS Massachusetts county is
contigtipus with, and south of, Boston.

.

'

(9) Hingham; Mass., 1647-1880: the share of total-taxable wealth held.
:..by the top decile in Hingham property taxpayers plus adult
males with zero property, from Daniel Scott Smit11, "Papule,tion, Family, and Society in Hingham; Massachusetts, 1635188Q,".Unpublished Th.D dissertation, University of California,,
Berkeley, 1973, Table III-1 and,Appendix Table 111=2. Smith's
samples from the HinghaM tax lists ranged in size from 97 for
His decile shares: 1647 - 22.06 per
1711 up to 347 for 1790.
37.441765 - 40.09,
cent, 1680 - 29.43, 1711 - 26.49, 1754
46.52, 1790 7 44.66; 1800.- 41.86; 1810
1772
39.93,.1779
1820 -,46.22, 1830 -.46.98, 1840 -'51.40, 1850,- 56.65,
1860 - 58.80, 1880
(10 :Chester-Co., Penn., 1693-1802: James T. Lemon and Gary B. Nash,
"The Distribution of Wealth in Eighteenth Century America:
.A Century of Changes in Chester County,'Penfisylvania, 16931802," Journal of Social History, vol. 2, no. 1 (Fall 1968),
Their estimates of top. de0fle shares among taxpayers:
-Table 1.
1693- 23.8 percent; 1715 - 25.9, 1730 - 28.6, 1748 -7, 28.7,
38.3.
33.6, 1800=02
29.9.1782
1760
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(11) Marylanu, 1675-1788: top decile of inventories wealth at time
;of death, adult males. The figures up to 174 are for personal
The figure for 1782-1788 is for real and personal
wealth only.
wealth, G. Main, "Inequality in Early America," Table IV,
lists the following:
1675- 79 to 49.5 percent, 1680-84 - 51,
1685-89 - 53, 1690 -94 - 55, 1695-99
53, 1700-04
55;170509 - 55, 1710-14 - 65, 1715-19 -7. 65.5, 1750-54 - 66, 178288 - 60.
(12)

Hartford, Cohn., 1660-1774: top deCile of,estate inventories,
adjusted by tax list information, adult males. Real', not
pereona4 wealth only
Based on Probete,records, but adjusted
to apply' to "liVing" male wealth disributions. Jackson Turner
Main, "The Distribution of Property'inColonial COnnecticut,"
in J. Kirby "(ed.), The Human Dimensions of Nation Making
(Madison, State Historical Society, 1976), p. 82. 'Main's.
data is supplied in graph form.
There are no supporting tables.

the eatimatedShare of net
(13) US free ''potentiill" wealth-hdlders, 1774:
worth held by_the'richest ten Percent of free pcitential.

wealth holders forthethirteen colonies.. The estimates
are by Professor Alice Hanson Jones from-her forthcoming
bo.Oks
on Wealth of the Colonies on the Eve of the American
Revolution (Columbia University Press) and American Colonial
Wealth: Documents and Methods-(Arno.Prese)'. "'Professor:,
Jones converted regional wealth distributions for probated
.decedents into regional and all-colony distributions for
living eclat free wealth=-holders using 1800_age-distributions.
She estimated the total population of potential wealth7-holders
as the number of-adult free males pins ten percent of adult
Her methods have been decribed in her article
free females.
"Wealth Estimates for the New England Colonies about 1.770,
Journal of Economic History, vol. 32, no.'1 (March 1972),
pp. 98-127.
Professor Jones' estimates differ from those of J. T.
,

Main, which were also developed from probate records andtax
lists (The Social Structureof Revolutionary America, PrinCetonl
Princeton University Press, 1965) p. 276, and his note on
y'"Trends in Wealth Concentration before 1860.," Journal of
vol. 31, no.:2.(June 1971), pp. 445-447,
Economic is'
Main estimated that the:top,decile of wealth-holders held
around half, and not more than:55 percent, of total wealth
It is not clear, however, how he adjusted
in the early' 1770's.
for differences in regional currencies, differences in regional
average wealth, the.difference"between the age diStribution
of living adults and probated decedents, or the number of free
potential Wealth-holders having zero wealth.

,
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only on skilled blue collar workers but also on lawyers, d&ntists,
,

ngineers, army officers, teachers, professors, and even physicians.

24

is true for the.urban unskilled also seems.to'be true of farm
W
What
labor, although the former may have slightly widened their rlal pay
advantage over farm hands.

In 1929 the ratio of the (NIQB)'hOurly

wage rate for unskilled nonfarm labor to the hourly farm yage rate
(averaged across seasons) was 2.016; the 1951 ratio.of janitorial

.

The official series on

to farm wage rates was virtually the same.

A*
the cost of living show that prices paid by farm families for,tonsumer
NI

goods and services rose faster ,than the cost of living for urban
-

workers.

7,
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If .so,

.

.

.

then unskiFled nonfarm workersgained

slightly-...-

in real terms over the lower-paid farm workers.
The message clearly emerging from an examination of pay ratios
is. the same. as that from the-aggregate direct measures of income
.

t

,

inequality:

.

,,,

.

between..

.the pav structure shifted toward greaten

1929 and 1951.

.

Another message is also zonveyed. by-both the pay ratios

and the direct inequality measdres:

the egalitarian trend was not.

confined to World War 11, but was spread over the entire era, with
middle income ;.;r6Aips losing less thauthe

richest groups in the Depres7

sion and the lowest-paid groups gaining dramatically on all others
across the l'940s.

The levelling also manifested another notable social change:.
the decline of the domestic servant, the barber, and thelbeautician.
Repeating World War I experienqe, the numbers employ d in each of
these occupat(ons dropped in Wprld War II.

What the,eoccuPatiOns

have in common is-thit buyers tend to -he cOnc(*trated

f the top

:

24

income groups, While he.sellers are at the bottom.

With incomes

equalizing, the prosperity of the 1940s was accompanied by a drop
in the qoantities'of these services consumed.

ThOugh several factors

may have contributed to-the decline, the main explanation seems to
be simply that the top income grouPs could no ionge.r afford so many

servants, barbers, and beauticians-now that the pay gap between rich
and poor had narrowed.

And after World War II, unlike the aftermath

of World War I, the trend toward declining numbers and higher pay
for domestic servants, like the greater equality of income, was
not reversed.

26

Origins of the Belief in No Twentieth Century Trend

The levelling seems so perVasive that we are led to ask how any
scholar could have advanced the view that income inequality remained
unchanged across this century.

The answer seems to lie in their belief

that income was generally more equally distributed very -early in 4 this
-.7

centur)ythan it.was by 1929.

This view can be traced to the use of

unreliable estimates for years before World War I.

Once the drawbacks

of these estimates are understood, it becomes apparent that income
inequality just prior.-to World War I was cloSer to the'high inequality

.

of 1929 than to the more equal distributions after World War

In his much-cited book, Wealth and Power in America, Gabriel Koko
't

went out of his way to prove that "A radically unequal distribution
of incomeilas been characteristic of the American social structure since
at least 1910, and...nO trend toward income inequality has appeared.

27

He repeated Perlo's criticism of the KuznetS and OBE-Goldsmith estimates,

25

mixing.the point that many repofted incomes get lightly, taxed with'.
the assertion that some,incomes go unreported Altogether? while
0

omitting any corrections that might reinforce the equalizing, trend
after 1929..

ffe thought his case Tor no shift toward eqUality was

clinched by presenting a table of:distributions going back to 1910,/

whenincome looked even more equal than in 1959.

28

The distributions

for /1941 -1959 were taken from the Survey Research Center-Federal

ReserVe surveys and these show degrees of inequality very close: to
the other main series.

The difficulty lies in Kolkor,s estimates of

the early years, those covering the period 1910-1937.

When linking statistics drawn from different points in time,
one must be sure they measure the same thing.

One obvious way. of

for
checking the Comparability of two series is to examine estimates

an overlapping year.

Kolko could not do this; since the earlier series

ended in 1937 and the new one picked up only with 1941.

Kolko's early

estimates can be compared, however, with the OBE-Goldsmith series, the
latter yielding result's like those Of the Survey Research Center after
Pearl Harbor.

In 1929

Kolko's richest fifth of the population had

an' average income only 9.5 times as high as that of the poorest fifth,

While the OBEGoldSmith figures suggest a ratio of 15.5.

Among the

series available to him, Kolko seems to have selected early estimates
that minimize the post -1929 income levelling.

The 1929 f gure he

selects appears to document much greater equality than Figure 1 has
plotted.

The source of the estimates Kolko used for. 1910-1937 is a volume

written by the National Indbstrial Conference. Board to tell."the story

2°)
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r

of the American Enterprise System and Its Contributio
and Public Welfare.

n29

to Prosperity

Kolko did note criticize this source, sparing

it any charges of having omitted capital gains or of having underreported,
high incomes.

It is a mysterious set of estimates.

under the key table:

"Source:

The NICB notes

Data from Official Sources; Estimates

by the conference Board," and 'supplies no further information.

It

is hard to imagine what these official sources could have been.

Income

'tax returns never covered more than the top 7 or 8,percent:of the

population until World War II, yet theNICB figures confidently stated
the shares of each tenth of recipient units from top to bottom.
Doubts about "official sources" become most acute for Kolko's
crucial year.1910, a year in which there was no national income or

wealth tax, no official Bbreau of Labol/ Statistics costofliVing
survey, and no decennial. census of personal income or wealth.

The

only.estimatea distribution of income for 19.10 is that of Willford
F

I. King, who.wove 1901 worker survey data, 1902 Chicago wages, 1914
tax returns on top-incomes, Wiscohsin state income tax returns, and
other odds and ends into a detailed set of guesstimates, using methods
that were "mainly graphic and ... too varied to describe here."30
King's 1910 estimates cannot be accepted or criticized without, knowing
more about his underlying piocedure.

It should be noted, however, that

King, dropped ihese estimates from his later published
work, and co
,
authored a volume in 1921 that gave figures showing considerably
greater'. inequality around 1910 than his 1915 book had relled.

31

It should also be noted that compared to King the NICB Kolko figures
give a lower share to the top 10 percent of faMilies and a higher

27

share to the next 40 percent.
true 1910 inequality.
used in place of NICB'

32

King himself probably understated the

NeverthelesSif King's estimates had been
,

income

Kolko would have found the'

distribution more "radiCally unequal" than 1959.

He would have seen'

a greater secular decline in the share of the top 10 percent during
41

the half century following 1910.

Like Kolko, Irving Kravis also concluded that income inequality

was no greater between 1900 and World War I than it had been since
World War II.

33
-

Unlike Kolko; Kravis was critical of his sources.

He distrusted King's 1910 numbers and repdrtedsme of them only
-

"for whatever they are worth.

34

He also recognized that,the income

inequality implied by the Bureau of Labor StatiStics' cost -of- living,

surveys for such early years as 1888-1890 and 1901 seriously under71'

stated the true inequality, since the surveys covered only a'very
narrow part of the income spectrum.

He went td some length to

search for subsamples from a 1950 survey that were comparably
narrow in coerage, but we.ifdoubt.that he sucdeeded.

35

More serious

is the fact.that Kravis thet cast aside his Own cautions and used raw
King and early BLS numbers to splice togethe'r "indexes of inequality
spanning the period 1888/1890-1958.36

V.

The Uneven Plateau, 1860 -1929:

Inequality Evidence .

Income Inequality

What clues do we.hav about inequality before 1929 if King's
1910 estimates and the early cost-of-living surveys' are not to be
I'

30

28

trusted?

We suggest that the best information now available is

summarized in Figures.1-4 combined with what we know about movements
iu priceS and unemployment.

Out indicators seem to mark out the entire period from CiVil War
to Wall Street 'Crash as one of far greater income and wealth inequality than today.'

This plateau contains three periods thatmay haVe

seen the highest inequalities in American history:

(1) the eve of

'the_ Civil War, c.1860; (2) the eve of the First World War, especially

1913 and 1916; and (3) the eve of the Great Crash,'or 1928 and the
first three quarters of 1929.

Let us first examine the evidence for

high' inequality at these three junctures, and then explore what
.may have happened in between.

The federal government collected income taxes from the very top
income groups in and around each of these three periods of high inequality.
The tax returns yield two kinds of income inectualf,tylneasures, the

shares of national income received by the very top income recipients
(series (5), Figure 1) and an index of income inequality among those
at the top (series (6), Figute 1). 37

Both measures show peak inequal-

ities on the eve of America's entry into World War I and again
just
.

before the Great Crr ash.

There was no federal income tax before.

the Civil War, but_the tax returns do continue for the earkyReconstruction Era (1866-1871).1
These limited scrap.;

,Iata on America's income distribution

suggest a plateau of high inequality from the-Civil War to 1929.,
Only after 1929 is there evidence of a secular and uninterrupted
decline In inequality.

Nevertheless, the data reveal same pro-

nounCed deviations around the "plateau" which deserve brief

1820

,

1840

1860

1880

ricqii'e' 4..

1900

1920

Inequality.Proxies, 1839 -1970

1940

1960

(2.)

INEQUPLITY P1(XY

1) NONFAPm PAY PATIO:
SKILLED VS. UrSKILLED WrrKEPS'

f,)
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Notes and Sources for Figure 4:

(1) Nonfarm Pay Ratio, 1820-1948: This series is taken directly from
Figure 2, series (2), Williamson's linked'skilled-unskilled
urban pay ratio series.
Note that Figure 2-is presented in
logs while the present figure is in absolutes.
'

(2) Inequality Index, 1839-1970:
The figures for 1839, 1844,'1849, 1854,
1859, and'1869-78 relate current price GNP per member of the
labor force to annual earnings, current price, per unskilled
worker, full time equivalent. The GNP data are taken from
Robert E. Gellman, "Gross NationalProduct in the United
States, 1834-1909," inOutput, Employment," and Productivity_
in the United. States after 1800 (New York: NBER, 1966),
Table A-1, p. 26. The labor force data from Stanley Lebexgott,
"Labor Force and Employment, 1800-1960," in ibid., Table 1,
p. 118. The estimates of average unskilled earnings use
the nominal hourly wage in Appendix Table Al = times the
following estimates of full-timelhours per year in manufacturing:
3266.6
1839(=1840)
1849(=1850)
3302.4
1859(=1860)
3159.0
1869-78(=1870-80)
2967.2
The midpoints are simple averages, e.g., 1844 = 3284.5 and
1854 = 3230.7.
The figures for 1879-88 and beyond are linked on 186978.
The index for the latter period, up to 1929, is constructed by taking the ratio of private GNP, current price,
per private manhour input to he,unskilled hobrly wage given
in Appendix Table A-1.
GNP per-manhour Is computed from
John W. Kendrick, Productivity Trends in the United,States
(New York:
NBER, 1961), TableS A-X and.A-IIb.
.

The.figures for1929-1970 are linked on,1929, and the
series itself is constructed in the same way as with the
1879-B8 to 1929 portion described above.
Total GNP is taken,
from Economic Report of the President, 1974; Table C-1,
Total manhours; 1929 and 1939 froM Kendrick,
p. 249.
Productivity Trends, Table A-X, pp. 312-313; 1948 -1965 from
John W. Kendrick, Postwar Productivity, ,Trends in the United
States, 1948-1969 (New York:' NBER, 1973), TableA-10,
p. 226; 197Q is calculated from BLS data reported in the
Economic, Report of the President, 1974, Table C-32, p. 286.
The unskilled hourly wage can be found in Appendix Table
A-1.
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citation.

While America drifted along at high 'inequality levels:Up'

to the 1890s, this period of quiescence was sharply reversed around
the turn of the century:.
rise up 'to 1916.

Inequality indices in Figure 2 are on the

While World War I had a remarkable egalitarian

impact on America, its influence'was short lived, since by 1929
the high post Civil War inequality levels had been reestablished.
As we shall see, these medium term "swings

appear in statistics

on wealth concentration, pay ratios, regional inequality, and
factor shares.

Wealth Inequality

Movements in (conventional) wealth distributions are likely
to parallel 411ovements in the distribution of property incomes being

earned from that wealth.

The available estimates of we51th Con,

centration support the position that incomes were as unequally
distributed in 1860 and 1929 as at any other time for which we have
4

wealth distributions.

As the numbers in Figure 3 stand,it appears

*,

that the top 1 percent of wealthholders controlldd a greater share of
total wealth in 1929 than in 1860.

This may be misleading.

If

the top percentile wealth shares for 1860. and 1922 could be adjusted

for differences in coverage, the Wealth,Inequality of 192
38

probably prove no 'greater than that of 1860.

would

The Wealth inequality

of,either 1860 or 1929 was cldarly greater than after: 1929.

What is

not clear is what happened to wealth inequality between 1860 and 1929,
except that it was lower after the Civil War than before-and lower
in 1922 than it was to become,by,1929:

3f
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Regional Inequality

These wealth and income inequality trends are ,also reproduced
'

by estimates of regional per capita income derived from state production data taken at census years.

One such statistic of regional

inequality (a weighted coefficient of variation) follows:
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'1840

0.279

1919

0.276

1880

Q.355

1920

0.331

1900

0.322

1921

0.373

1910

0.324

1929

0.369

1948

0.214

No doubt the high regional inequality reached in 1880 iS in part
related to southern Civil War defeat and its economic consequences.

Nonetheless, there is evidence of a slight egalitarian drift up to
1900 but the trend is interrupted prior to World War I.

While the

war itself seemed to favor poor agriculturalstates, the regional
"convergence" was brief.

By 1929, regional inequality levels had

returned to, or perhaps even exceeded, the levels of 1880.

Once

again, a permanent egalitarian trend does not appear until after
1929.

VI.

The Uneven Plateau, 1860-1929:

Fay Ratios and Factor Shares

Pay Ratios and the Wage Structure

Information on taxed incomes and wealth before 1929 relate mainly
to the top income groups.

They tell us little about inequality among
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the lower- and middleincoffie gtoUps.

Although we lack distributions'

coveting these broader ranges of the, income and earnings spectrum,
we do have information on -flow rates of pay at lOwer classes moved
.1%

Over time, and from these we can follow trends in occupatio4a1 pay
.ratios.

As long as the groups whose.. rates of pay are being compared

were large and_separated by fairly stable percentage points.in the
total income distrib7tion, then occupational pay ratios should b
proxies for the degree of income inequality.41

'fair

We have already seen

that after 1929 pay' ratios essentially parallel direct measures of

income inequality.

.

Pay ratios are of interest i-n -their own right.

Since they may also reveal what is.happening to-overall income inequality when direct observations on the latter are limited, it might be
useful to explore more carefully the correlation in time periods when
/

both series are available.
The correlation between simple pay ratios.and, direct measures of

income inequality can be tested for the period 19lj to 1934, the first
4

date marking the 20th century income tax era and the second date
preceding the first truly adequate income survey in America (1935/
1936).
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During World gar I unskilled nonfarm workers, and to a

lesser extent-farm-hands, gained greatly on higher-paid occupations.
The Saar effort made unskilled labor especially scarce, and its wage
rates jumped.

The wages of skilled and professional groups, by

contrast, were bid up much less, partly because contract's in these
occupations are always Ringer-term and slower to adjust to unanticipated inflation.

The net result was an unprecedented contraction of

36'
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spay scales between 1916 and 1926:

44.

This levelling was then undone in

the 1920s with higher paid groups increasing their pay advantage over
both the urban unskilled and farm labor.

By

the gaps between

traditionally highpaid and lowpaid jobs were almost as wide as in 1916,
when the widest gaps in American history seem to have prevailed.

This',

is exactly the same chrondlogy that'one finds.in.the fortunes of the
top income recipients in Figure 1.

The shares of total. income gOing.

to the top 1 percent (series (5)) dropped between 1916 and 1920 and
rebounded strongly across the 1920s.- The return Eo inequality was
so great that, according to one.recent dalculatiori, the real income

gains for the top 7 percent of the nonfarm population alone batched
the increase in real p'ersonal income, leaving,no apparent net gain
for the rest of the population.43

The parallelism between simple

pay ratios and income. inequality measures even extends to the dispersion

in incomes among the very rich, asshown in Series (6) of Figure 1.
Before viewing the data, one would not have guessed that the pay
ratios of machinists to unskilled urban workers should have followed

.

the same time path as the dispersions of income among the top 5 or
even the top .05 percent of families.

Yet it turns out that way.

The available data for ,the years since 1913 clearly show that occupa
tional pay ratios can be very good proxy indices for overall inequality,
especially during full employment periods,
This striking parallelism between pay ratios and income inequality
suggests-thatIlwe could use the former to suggest how inequality moved

between 1860 and Amcrica's entry into World War I.
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The pay ratios
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imply a chronology that closely conforms to that told by the regional

data as well as the federal income taxxepots:. Income gaps narrowed
a bit during the Civil War, returned to something like.their prewar
levels by about 1873, drifted slowly towards convergence up to 1896,
and then widened dramatically - -at least in urban areas--from 1896 to
1916.

This pattern is suggested by the skilled-unskilled wage differ-

ential series (Figure 2, Series (2)), by, other wage-differential series,

and by the relationship of teachers' earnings to unskilled wages.

What

we know about. movements in living costs facing different groups. serves

to reinforce the same chronology.

PeXi'ods in which the nominal pay

gaps were narrowing (widening) were periods in which the cost of living
.

for low-income families fell (rose) relative to the ,cost of living
index for high-income families.

44

It.thus appears. that the inequality
t.,

of real income tended, even more than nominal inequality, to fall in
the Civil War, rise to about 1873, fall to about. 1896, and then rise to
historic peaks around 1916.

This chronology must be modified slightly by what we know about
movements in the rate of unemployment.. Unskilled labor tends to have

unemployment rates twice or three times the average rate innonfarm
sectors.

This means that the relative income position of bottom

groups will be worse in periods of high unemployment than one would
have gathered by looking just at ratios of pay per unit.cif time
worked among those who remained employed.

It also means.that,recovery

from serious depression will registe.r egalitarian trends as.theunskilled
become fully.employed,. in much the same way that Kuznets argued tha
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perhaps a third of the observed trend towards equality from 1939 tp

1944 might be explained.by the sharp elimination of unemployment.45
Between 1860 and World War I nonfarm unemployment was apparently most
A

'severe in the periods 1874-1879 and 1893-1897.
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Knowing this, one

should be prepared for the poss).bility that the period of modest
income leVelling now tdated from 1873-to 1896 should perhaps be dated

'

.from the end of thej870S to the turn of the century.
These seven decades of mature American capitalism thus emerge as.-'

a plateau of high income inequality.

The plateat is interrupted with

jagged peaks, the highest of which seem, to be 1916 and 1929.

That is,

if any trend is to be identified it appears to be toward increased
inequality after' 1865.

If.there was an earlier era of equality among

Americans matching that since 1929, it must have come before the
Civil War.

The Income Share of the Working Poor:

An Inequality Proxy

Si.nce nonfarm occupatiOnal pay ratios, using urban unskilled

wages as a base. seem to replicate long-term U.S. inequality experience
fairly well, it seems sensible to consider also the' behavior of

unskilled labor's share in national income.
taking_our intent:

we do not propose to construct yet another

index of "labor's share."

Only the unskilled gr6Up-the "working poor"

if you like-is of interest to us here.
share

Let there be no mis-

We believe that this group's

total income tells' us a great deal about inequality, trends

in history.

We also feel that the relative economic fortunes of the

working poor are well approximated by 'the share of unskilled wage
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payments in national income or by its inverse.

in Figure4.

The hatter is plotted

To be more precise, the "inequality Index" is the ratio

of GNP per manhour -to unskilled (urban) hourly wage rates.
4

No doubt our Inequality Index badly approximates distribution
realities during recession,

depression, and recovery; since the

unskilled have always had unemployment gates toreexceeding,.the skilled
Since"its emphasis is on the pay of thevorking.

during " hard times."
.

effective primarily in
poor, the inequality proxy in Figure4ris
,
.

accounting for long term trends.

TPte

peculiarity that must be emphasized:

inequality Index_has another
_ts trend has an upward bias

which becomes especially pronounced during the 20th century.

It might

even be,argtid that after World War I, deviations around the trend in
the Inequality Index are peobably more relevant than-the trend 'itself.
.

The explanation for the upward bias is quite simple.

.

The index relates

GNP per manhour to the unskilled hoUrly wage and the facts are that
Ca

the "unskilled" have foun* their relative pbsition in the American
incomes hierarchy steadily eroding since 1839.

Current'prlte GNP per

laborer was X281 in 1839 while the average annual earnings Of a fully
employed unskilled urban Worker was about the same, $278.

In other words;

a

a fully employed urban unskilled worker could not have been very far below
the middle of

he, American income distribution in the late 1839s.

No

doubt the farm laborer was much lower in the hierarchy, partly because
cost-of-living differences produced large (nominal)7rurallurban "wage.
gaps."

For this reason alone, the urban common laborer would have

been far sower in the urban. dian-in the economy-Wide incomes hierarchy.

This was so even in 1929 when the farm sector was a far smaller

/
share of American employment than in 1839.

(See focfhbte 41 for the

economy-wide and nonfarm comparison for 1929.)
Judging by Macauley s wartime size distribution data for 1918,
the urban unskilled underwent a steady but surprisingly gentle erosion
in their relative position in the 19th century economy-wide distribu-'
tion.

Between 1839 and 1913, the average urban common laborer had

drifted downward fiom a little below the 50th percentile to the
43rd percentile.

Both of these figures apply to a he!lthy worketi,

not engaged in voluntary-job search, nor involuntarily unemployed.
To the extent that common laborers worked less than "full time,"
then of course each would have fallen below these uppermost percentile
cut-offs,

in spite of rapid'urbanization and

But the point remains:

the relative demise of farm employment,the American common laborer
moved downward.in the income,s hierarchy by only 6 or 7 percentiles
during the 19th century.

evidence seems to

For a period as long as eight decades, this

consistent with emarkable stability of the

unskilled worker's rank in tie gocial hierarchy.

---

Things change very abruptly,. however,,following World War I.

The downward drift continues during the interwar period, but at an
accelerated pace.

The data cited in footnote 41 show

an,

extraordinary

decline,in the unskilled common laborer's incomes position from the
43rd percentile in 1918, to the 34th percentile in 1929, and finally
to the 27th percentile in 1950.

Stability has apparently resumed

during the postwar period, but it should 1)e clear that our Inequality

Index,has a very strong upward bias following 1918

4I
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In spite of these weaknesses,sthe-Inequality Index supplies
another valuable piece of scarce evidence to help establish American
What does it tell us?

inequality experience.

The index is highly

correlated with our pay ratio series, the latter reproduced from
4

d

It follows that the proxy correlates well with the

Figure 2.

extant twentieth century income distribution data from 191'ifonwards.
.

a surge in American ineqUillity from

The ,proxy suggests that.there wa

1839 to the-early 1880s.

The Civil War- interrupted ttiis steep inequal-

ity trend, but only temporarily, because the long term impact of nineteenth
century growth on,inequality is quite apparent in the series almost
two full decades after the war ended.

The series also captures (but

exaggevtes) the drama of the last major inequality surge in America,
from the t l'. rn of the century to World War I.

The abrupt cessation of

...
.

\

the century -long trend following 1916 or 1929 conforms with the

egalitarian "levelling

documented by size distribution data.

The inequality proxy in Figure 4 highlights a finding of major
importance:

the onset of extensive inequality in America must be

sought prioc. to the Civil War.

How far back in U.S. history must

one go to date the start of this ,inequality trend?
1607?

1812?

1776?

The next section takes this quest into colonial history.

VII.

Wealth Inequality. Trends Before the Civil War
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Although reliable size distributions of income do not exist. for

the years before World War I, wealth distributions can be calculated

from several source maerials'and such data should serve as useful
'proxies for income distributions.

After all, it certainly seems
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reasonable to expect a correspondende between the inequality.trends
for property income and property values.

True, there,is contemporary

evidence that shows that property income may be more highly con
centrated than wealth since the most wealthy earn higher returns,

Further

but a temporal correlation between the two seems inevitable.
,

more, 'there are at least two reasons.to expect wealth distributions
to parallel total, rather than simply' property, income distributions.

In early stages of grbwth, conventional property income is a larger
share of total income since human capital, and thus labor earnings
above "subsistence," is relatively unimportant.

Thus, the distti

bution of conventional wealth is more important in- determining totals

wealth and income distribution early in national growth experience
than late.

It may also be argued that wealth inequality is likely to

follow earlier trends 'in income inequality as long as the distribution

of saving rates and rates of capital ga n across all classes are

rela

tively stable Over time.

Th.e wealth data. are abundant but not.withouthlemish

The most

serious difficulty is that prior to 1860 hardly any nationwide
estimates exist.' The manuscript censuses for 1860 and 1870 yield
returns on total personal wealth' for America as a whole and her
major regions.
'limited to

Prior to that date, we are almost exclusively

local histories."

A town like Hingham, Massachusetts,. is

hardly America, but if we haveanough'local observations exhibiting
consistent long term behavior,.perhaps national inequality trends
can be inferred with confidence.

The main sources of wealth data are probate inventories and tax
assessments.

These local sources, of course, are not without flaws

,
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either.

Probate inventor es can reveal the inequality of wealthhol'ding

/
t

among the recently dec

!

sed.

Used with care, they can also yield esti,

mates of wealth ine

ality among living heads of households.

The pro7

bale results must/be adjusted for incomplete coverage of assets and
decedents.

They also must be adjusted for,the fact that living

household heads are younger and have less unequal wealthholding

.

distributions, but the adjustment iS 'different from pefiod to pefiod.

Tax assessment lists provide additional data but the assessments often
failed to cover all wealth; and probably und5rassesSed the wealthiest
households most.

They on reveal wealth inequality trends if such

.biases can be shown to be about constant over time.
What, then, do these. imperfect sources tell us about American

inequality experience prior to the Civil War?

Colonial Inequality Trehds
If one were to take'1690 or. 1700 as a base, the wealth inequality

series reported in Figure 3 would suggest a persistent drift toward
greater wealth concentration for the seven or eight decades prior to
.

the Revolution.

This character*zation holds for rural Connecticut

as well as Hartford, for tural Massachusetts- as wellas'noSton and
.

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, for Philadelphia as well as nearby Chester
p
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County, Pennsylvania and all of Maryland.

Indeed, New Yo* City is

the only exception-to this rule since it had a stable wealth distribution between 1695 and 1789.
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Yet when the colonial benchmark

is shifted back in time to, say, 1660 or 1670 most of the inequality
drift disappears and. New York City becomes'the rule rather than the.

42

exception.

Stability in wealth distribution seems to characterize

the century prior to 1776.

Jackson.T. Main's recent

Hartford is an excellent example.
finding

49

of stability of wealth distribution for the Hartford probate

district can be seen quite clearly in Figure 3.
Hartford is coAfirmed by. Bruce Daniels
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Main's finding for

but, in apparent contrast,

Daniels finds that elsewhere in Connecticut wealth inequality was on
the rise after the early 1700s.

Daniels reports a very steep trend

in wealth concentration in Danbury, Waterbury, Windham, and the',smaller
towns in Litchfield County.

Main's data reproduced in Figure 3 show

that the contrast may only be apparent, not real.

There are important

and violent cycles in Hartrord County fortunes, and the wealth inequality statistics certainly reveal them.

Colonial wealth values were

very sensitive to internal wars and external world market conditions
for key staples.

The externally oriented commercial centers were,

of course, most sensitive to such exogenous conditions,

51

and those

who gambled on foreign conditions-merchant's, planters, traders, and

shipowners-were always at the pinnacle of colonial wealth distributions.
The state of the market.for the key export staple determined in large
"Th

part the size of wealth values at the top of the disribution, and
thus overall inequality.

In the Hartford case, these "cycles" in

wealth distribution were such that pre Revolutionary inequality
appears to have been on, the rise if 1700-1709 is used as a benchmark.

If instead 1660-1669 is used as a benchmark, a century of stability is
the rule.

Similar "cycles" in wealth inequality are reported by

Gloria Main for Boston probated wealth.
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Boston, wealth concentration
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rose after a trough in the 1680s and 1690, hut the highest inequal
ity in the colonial era was recorded in the earliest returns, those
from the 1650s and 1660s.

Maryland also reCords a very sharp increase

in inequality- follwing 1703.

Around that date tobacco fortunes

suffered an extraordinary demise.

These

vents produced capital

losses, at the top of the distribution, a d thus a levelling in the

wealth distributiOn.
eventually

Subsequently, the

ise of mercantile wealth

egained the inequality leve s typical of Maryland in

the late se enteenth century.

For those wealth inequality series that extend. backwards before.
the 1690s, only the Hingham,'Massachusetts observation reveals a
clear secular drift towards inequality for the entire colonial
period.

To put it most cautiously, there appears to be little evidence

of a;,uniform secular drift in colonial inequality.

The secular increase

in wealth concentration after 1700 seems to be more the result of "cycle"
than trend.

Wealth concentratioawassurprisingly stable in the pre

Revolutionary NortheLst when proper?

edi

r benchmarks are utilized.

Inequality During the First Century of Ina4endence

The eighteenth century ineqUality drift begins,, to show more permanence
following' 1776.

From the eve of the Revolution to the "outbreak of the

Civil War and even shortly, beyond, our wealth inequality indicators

a e clearly on the rise
urbanization', industr

of course, get caugh
Thus, Lee Soltciw find,

Those regions untouched by nineteenth century
ization, and foreign immigration did not,

by the dramatic inequality trend after 1776.
no change in the concentration of southern
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slaveho.lding from 1790 (and probably from 1770) to 1860.53

Yet the

northern trend toward concentrated wealth was strong enough to raise
wealth inequality for the U.S. as a whole.

The share of personal

wealth held by the richest ten percent of potential wealthholders
in the thirteen colonies in the early 1770s were in the low 60 percents
to judge from the estimates by Alice Hanson Jones.

By contrast, the

samplings from the 1860 manuscript census by Lee Soltow and Robert

Gellman show that the top decile.of wealthholders then controlled
over 70 percent of all wealth, regardless of how one treats slaves
in the calculation.

To judge from the Massachusetts probate returns

and Gallman's estimates of the share of wealth held by-the super
rich (the top .031 percent), wealth inequality may have reached its

alltime peak still later, around the 1880s.
The sharpness of this post Revolutionary wealth inequality trend
is very impressive.

The figures suggest that, the distribution of

income from property may have drifted toward inequality for the two
centuries preceding the Civil War,1,but the inequality trend rapidly
accelerated during the 19th century.

Mirage or Reality?

Is the trend toward wealth concentration a re&l. one?

Does it

really reflect growing wealth inequalities among Americans of given
age and residential history?

Is it instead a mirage created by a

changing age distribution and by geographic shifts in population?

Movements in age distribution can change total with inequality
even if it fails to change within .any group.

The elderly hold vastly

greater average wealth than young adults, and whatever creates greater'

4
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dispersipn in the ages of household. heads can make inequality look
greater.

To judge what, truly happened to life cycle wealth inequality,

one must attempt to hold the age distribution constant.
It turns out that changea in age distribution cannot explain away
the observed drift toward Wealth concentration before 1860.
recent work on the 1870 manuscript census has compar

Lee Soltowls

the wealth inequal-

ity among all adult males with the wealth inequality within certain age
groups.

Not surprisingly, wealth was less unequally distributed among

the 36-39 age group than among all males,
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but experimentatiOn shows

that any aging or increased age dispersion among adult males would

fall far short in accounting for the historic trend toward wealth concentration before the Civil War.' In fact,, it is not at all clear that

the adult male population got any older or more dispersed in age from
the 1690s 'to the Revolution.

The age distribution of adult males

(slave

plus free) was not much,order or more dispersed even in 1860'compared
with colonial times.
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Even if the adult male populatiOn did age and

become more dispersed in ages,Inis process could not account for the
observed rise in the share having no wealth at all, first within colonial
cities after the early 1700s and then for the.United States asa whole.

Geographic populatioil shifts maTcreate.the impression of a drift
toward inequality where there has been no change in the inequality of

'wealth for persons of given age and pribr residence.

We must consider

several possible influences of geographic mobility; first at. the national
level between 1770 and 1860 and then with respect to the local data
from the colonial periId.

Possibly, the apparent drift toward wealth inequality between 1770
Of the
and 1860 could have been the result of changes in the share
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population born abroad or changes in the share employed in agriculture.

A rise in the foreign born share could have raised aggregate wealth
inequality without any change-incinequality among persons with given
birthplace.

The increasing share of foreign born in America could

play a-role in two ways:

Given a gap in average wealth between

(i)

natives and foreign born, a rise in the foreign borrLI share would raise

total inequality without any wealth inequality change within either
group.

The gaps were indeed large.

After standardizing for age,

Soltow shows us that in 1860 and in the Nortleast,- those native Americans

born in southern New England or the Middle Atlantic had average wealth
'holdings more than two times the male head.born in Germany, and almost/
three times the Irish male head.56

(ii)

If the distribution of wealth

mpor'

was- more unequal among the foreign horn, their- increased relative
tance would also produce: rising total inequality.

In fact, wealth was

no more heavily concentrdted among the foreign born in 1870.. Not only
r.

were native and foreign born wealth distributions alike but wealth.
inequality among native born was almost exactly the same as for. all

Americans, including foreign born

.57

.Both forces listed above fail

to have animportant quantitative impact on the observed aggregate
trends.

Even if the entire population of adult males had been native

born back in 1770, the rise in the foteign born share to its actual
.

values in 1860 or 1870 could not account for much of the observed
drift toward inequality.

Contrary to expectations, the shift of families out yf agriculture
A
also fails to help explain the drift toward inequality
and 1860.

etween 1770

It is true that wealth was More equally distributed among

farm families than among all families in the 1870 census saMple drawn

7=4 9

47*

by Lee Soltow.
the entir
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Yet the difference is small enough so that even if

with the same
population had- rived on farms back in 1770,

agriculture as in1870,
separate de rees of inequality in and out of
the shift awa

have raised
from farms observed by 1870 could not

inequality as m h as it actually rose.
in wealth concept

.The post Revolutiona y rise

of wealth
tion was a real rise in the inequality

and sector of residence.
outcomes for people for given age, nativity,
It was no mirage.

It is harder to fudge whether geographic shifts might acco
for changes in wealth concentration during the colonial era.
have no aggregate inequality measures for the period.

We

We have only

isolated time series on a few cities, towns, and-counties along the
seaboard.

BeCause of geographic migration,, the apparant-Tise in

be
aggregate wealth inequality dating from the early 1700s may
isolated areas
exaggerated, and even a portion of the trend withinmay be spurious.

Suppose;- for example, that as Boston grew and the

and more.to
frontier moved westward, the rich and poor tended more

cluster in Boston, while a larger share of young persons.of medium

wealth and talent searched.for new opportunities elsewhere*.

This

selectivity in migration would-cause inequality to rise in the city
59

but not in the entire region.

Lack of information about migrants

and these frontiers prevents.firm conclusions about colonial wealth
inequality- trends economy -wider

It seems likely that inequality did

not diminish between the late seventeenth century and the Rev.olutionary
-

War.

Whether Or not it Was rising remains to be established by future

research.'
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Dating the Rise in Wealth Concentration

It seems clear that wealth inequality was on the rise between
In the late seventeenth century, wealth may have

1770 and 1860.

been more equally distributed,among free households than it is today,
though the distribution of wealth (including slave values) among all
households, slave or free, was probably about the same as today.

On

the eve of the Revolution, wealth was probably distributed about as
A.!

equally among free households as today._ By the 1880s, wealth was
clearly more concentrated than today.

The key point, however, is

I

that America's richest 10 percent increased their share of total
wealth someti

during the century following 1776.

Their share of total

,

wealth may have increased by as much as 15 percentage points up to 1860.
Furthermore, this upsurge in wealth concentration is likely to under
state the true extent of the "inequality surge" associated with nineteenth
century modern development'in the North.

Soltow's and Jones' research's

confirms that slaveholding and wealth distribution in the South were
relatively stable over the century.

Obviously, the aggregate wealth

inequality trends must therefore understate the inequality surge in
the North.

Furthermore, the "loCal-histories" documented in Figure 3

suggest that the inequality surge took place long after.1776.

While

the post Revolutionary shift to wealth inequality'is clearly dramatic,
when it happened is far less clear.

When did America fall from Grace and depart from the JefferSonian
tIdeal?

We tend to associate inequality trends with modetn economic

growth so there is a tendency to search for an acceleration in north

easterninequality trends shortly,before 1820 and after the commercial
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crisis following the War of 1812.
3 seems to confirm the thesis.

The evidence kesented in Figure

While Bbston estate records reveal,an

extraordinary increase in wealth concentration during the half century
between the 1780s and 1830, tax assessment records from the same city
suggest that the vast majority of the trend rise took place in the
last decade.

Indeed, an egalitarian "trend" from the 1780s to the

1820s can be inferred from the Boston tax data.
0

The same "trend"

(or cycle) can be seen for Hingham where wealth inequality reached
a low around 1812-1816, a period of international conflict and hard
times for traditional American,exports.and shipping.

Data for New

York City and Brooklyn also show jumps in wealth concentration after
°

1810 or 1820.
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No doubt the steep rise in New. York City, Brooklyn,

and Boston wealth concentration prior to the Civil War.is exaggerated

by the fact that these cities were the major recipients of Europe's
Nonetheless, the evidence suggests that inequality trends
.
were already a permanent feature of northeastern economic growth
unskilled.

decades before the'Irishflocidgates open in the late 1840s.

It seems that most of the extraordinary rise in wealth concentration after independence was in fact compressed within the short
span of the last four antebellum decades.

The same impression of an

inequality surge between about 1820 and 1860 reappears when we look
at trends in the occupational pay structure.

VIII.

The Antebellum Sur

in Wage knequality
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Shortly before World War I, the premium.on skilled labor was
extraordinarily high in America.
.r

Skills were very expensive even

50

by West European standards.

Phelps-Brown notes that the ratio pf

skilled to unskilled wages in American building traders, for example,

was 2.17 in 1909 while just two Years earlier, the ratio was as low,
as 1.54 in the United Kingdom.6

2

...

In contrast,, and consistent with

the data presented in Figure 2, English visitors a century earlier
skills and

charact rized America as a nation endowed with che'
6

expensive "raw

labor.

While Habakkuk supplied extensive contemporary
63

comment on:tfle abundance of skilled- labor in America during the 1820s,

Rosenberg 'gave the characterization quantitative muscle.

Ame

S.

.can

unskilled \ages were at least 20 percent higher than English in

180s.

Yet\ Rosenberg's wage data for "best machine makers" and

"ordinarymachir makers" reveal very little difference between the,
two economies.64

In short, coMpared to Engird, skilled labor was

relatively cheap in America at the start of-moderp industrialization.
A century later, conditions had reversed and skilled labor was tele147-

tively expensive, in A4rica-

Figurei2 resebts two long time series documenting movements in
the pay striicture.

The first is -a linked urlian series (Figure 2, series

(2)) that rises steeply from an ali-time low in 1816 to an all-time
.

1

anteligMm high in 1856.
of the

Following the Civil War and up to the turn-

entury,-the series is relatively stable, more or less replicating

the "uneven plateau" that is apparent in our late nineteenth.century
incocne distribution statistics:

The second series:-the ratio of public

school teachers' salaries to unskilled pay-.-exhibitS an even steeper

rise after 1840 to the Civil War, and a continuation in the trend .,

4
during the Reconstruction era to the late 1870s.

As we

hail see,

abundant support for this char:;cterization is supplied by other sources.

4
13

What is most remarkable abOut the series is the striking surge
in the relative price of skills and an abrupt widening in the pay
structure from 1816 to 1856.
comparison.

The movements after 1856 'pale

by

In four short decades, the American Northeast was trans-

formed from the Jeffersonian "Idealu_to a society more typical of
developing economies with very wide pay differentials add, presumably,
marked inequality in the distribution of wage income. 'Apparently,
de Tocqueville's somber alarm was justihed.:
"I am of the opinion... .that the manufacturing
aristocracy which is growing up -under our eyes is
one of the harshest that ever'existed.
.the friends
of democracy should keep their eyes anxiously. fixed
in this direction; for if even a permanent'inequality
of conditions and aristocracy again penetrates into,
the wOrld, it may be predicted that thiS is'the gate
by which they,will enter."65
.

4.

From 1816 to 1856, the secular rise in the skilled-wage ratio was
significantly" interrupted only one -deep in the'doldrums of the
early forties.

True, the sharp rise following 1816 must be exaggerated

somewhat by-our choice of 1816 as a base year.

It wns in the midst

of hard times in the urban northeast following post War of 1812'
readjustments.

But the colonial and post Revolutionary whge qtruc-:,

ture was quiekly regained by the early 1820s when social overhead
construction and capital formation resumed and,skilled labor was
put back to work.

In short; even if we select the 18,20s as a base,

a surge in antebellum pay differentials i s still apparent in
our series.

The linked seri6-in Figure 2 is based primarily on manufacturing
daVa.,from the Aldrich Report following -1840.

Prior tolliat date," the

.series' is even more limited, hased as it is on payroll data from

5 4,
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.iron-producing firms in eastern Pennsylvania.
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Since the series

suggests an inequality surge of such dramatic proportions even prior
to the Irish immigrations in the late 1840s, it might be wise to pause
and consider whether other evidence is consistent with our characterization of the widening in the early ante-bellum pay structure.

We

have onlythe sketchiest data. for the 1830s; but.none of it is inconsistent with the upWard drift in the linked series in Figure 2.
we may have understated the rise.

Indeed,

For example, when Layer computed

daily earnings of cotton mill employees by department,
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he found that

the dressing departmeiq was ,conSistently the highest paid in the ante-

bellum period,'while spinnners were the lowest.

The pay differential.

rose by 13 percent from 1830-1834 to 1840-1844, while our index rose
by 9 percent over the same period.

Further confirmation can be found

Erie Canal payrollS and civil engineer earnings on internal improve,
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ments prolects.

Between:1830 and 1845, the "skilled-wage preMium"

on internal improvement projects rose-by 13.9 td 15 percent while our
linked series registers a rise of 14.2 percent.

While we encounter

no difficulty in confirming a surge in pay differentials during the
1830s, how about the 1840s?

Do other wage indicators confirm the

epic spreading in pay differentials during the 1840s?

Apparently

so, since other data fragments from the Aldrich Report doument
69

the following:.

Compared with common laborers, the daily rate for

New York bricklayers rose by 18 percent from 1840 to 1850, while that
of carpenters and joiners rose by 37 percent over the same period;

compared with common laborers, "best" machinists wage relatives in
New York increased by 37 percent, boilermakers' by 8 percent

. and

iron
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moulders by 13 percent; in Massachusetts, railroad conductors' wage
relatives rose by 10 percent when common labor is used asda base, and

by 14 pecent when teamsters' are used as a base.
#

We have dwelt at length with the 1830s and 1840s since measures
of pay differentials during these decades of early industrialization
are likely to be crucial in dating the nineteenth century inequality
surge in America and thus to economic interpretations of the sources
of capitalist inequality.

It seems appropriate, therefore,' to conclude

this setIlon by examining some wage datadrawn from a New England
)

I

region where it all began, Massachusetts.

Nathan Rosenberg's use

of Zechariah Allen's data confirmed that in 1825 the average British
machinist was paid a premium above common labor of some 105 percent
while his American counterpart earned only a 50 percent premium.
Cheap skills and expensivelraw,labor aru consistent with relative
earnings equality in America about 1825.

HoweVer, the premium surged

to 85 percent by 1837, to 90 percent during the 1840s and to 120
percent by the 1850s

That is, urban Massachusetts' wage structure,

in the 1850s was almost exactly like England'sNin 1825.

It never

again reached that height in the three decades that followed.

IX.

7@

The Agenda

Our survey of Americans. distribution experience has important
O

implications for the study of'inequality and economic growth.
The evidence, particular2.y fipr the twentieth century,

strongly

suggests that movements in the size distribution are paralleled by
movements in the basic pay structure.

J(3

When measures of overall
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inequality were on the rise, so too were measures of dispersion in
the rates of pay for Occupational groups.

If this correspondence

stands up when the historical data from other countries are scru-

tinized, then future research on pre-capilist and .early capitalist
experience with income inequality would be given a fresh new impetus.
y3(

r'

We may gain'great insight into kistorical inequali'y experience by
reviving some crude proxies which recent data-intensive sophistication has almost baniShed'from the literature:

for example, the

ratio of a foreman4s pay to the wage of ordinary workers, or the
ratio of national income per manhour to the unskilled hourly wage
rate,/ These proxies are available for earlier periods when direct
tax or survey data on the size distribution of income are missing.

If further research establishes their credentials as releva&
surrogates, these pi.oxies can greatly enrich the history of income.
inequality.

We have only scratched the surface here.

For example,

there is a well-sto.cked store of time series on American rates of
pay during. the late nineteenth century and sources like the Aldrich

Rejort could be used to develop far broader measures of pay dispersion
than the simple occupational pay ratios used here.

Our comparative

ignoran\Ce regarding American wealth inequality experience during the
half centUry, between 1870 and 1922 warrants the construction of inequality indicators using probafe inkientories..

Our survey',opens anew the issue of inequality's relatidn to
economic growth.

'ntome inequality rose sharp.ly 41n America between

about-1820 and 1860.\ After the Civil War, the upward ,drift in American
inequality. continues- although. at a diminished rate-until the U.S.
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4

enters World War I.

Inequality fell between 1929 and ehe early year's

after World War II.

It has changed little since/

This long-run

pattern seems/to-confirm Kuznets' 1955 conjecture that inequality
first rises and then falls with modern economic growth.

We stress

"modern" since colonial and even early antebellum growth failed to
generate any trends in American inequality.

In any case, one

wonders how well-this "Kuznets-pattern" will hold up when the
early Industrial Revolutions of England and the Continent are
re-aexamined using the same research strategy applied here to America.

What does bur chronology imply agut the link between inequality
and growth?

Is modern economic growth either a,ne,:essary or a suffi-

cient condition for trending inequality?

We submit that the answers

are far from obvious, ;although answers are nearer now that the chroriolbgy
of the American case is better understood.

One must first resist-the

simplistic and common conclusions that inequality must inevitably.
rise then fall with modern economic development; that inequality)
is an inevitable concommitdnt of capitalism; and that the levelling
of incomes among mature capitalist economies is conditional on
the rise of goveryment.

First, and as we have already pointed out,

it is not clear that other countries have produced similar inequality
histories.

Confusions and contradictions that have emerged from past

debates on the English "Condition" and living standards on the Con-'
tinent must be dispelled.

One of the first tasks in this regard is

to distinguish carefully between the historical behavior of absolute
standards of life, on the one hand, and relative standards of life,
on the other.

Income distribution fo'duses on the latter and all of

5 '3
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the statistics used in the present papa; folloa in that tradition.
In the American case, these two measures do not'move together consistently at all. 'During the antebellum inequality surge, for example,
0

unskilled urban workers fd'und their fealvage-rising at the itpressive
rate of 1.2 percent per annum.

Exactly the opposite was true during

the Civil War when northern_ real wages sagged but pay differentials.
contracted.

To complicate matters further, real wages rose hardly

at all during the inequality drift from turn of century to World
War I, but surged during the war itself when inequality indicators
were all sharply declining.
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Any explanatiOns of the inequality

and growth correlation must simultaneously account, it seems to us,
for the historical performance Of both absolute and relative standards
of life.

One must also resist the view that income inequality was "traded
off" against faster economic growth.

It is not at all clear from

American trends that inequality was a prerequisite for high savings
.rates, high rates of capital accumulation, and.rapid growth.

If the

classic growth-equity conflict is relevant in the American case, why
is it that income per capita grew just as fast in the levelling era
(1929-1951) as in earlier periods when income gaps were widening?
Far more detailed analytical work must be done to address effectively
the growth vs, equity issue.

In the absence of macroeconomic models which predict
historical rates of accumulation, growth and distribution, we shall
make no further progress on the growth vs. equity issue.

Furthermore,

such models must be equally adept at short run performance, the latter
including the income levelling, during wartime and subsequent inequality
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retrenchment during peatetime, movements the American economy produced
"5

from Civil War to the end of Reconstruction,

from World War I to 1929,

anld from World War II through the'curious stability" in postwar
inequality.

Our own work has suggested that such models must,'at a minimum,
deal with twc kinds of variables, variables that we now think are
prime determinants of Americad inequality trends.
labor supply parameters.

The first include

Inequality will be more on the rise when
i.

the labor force is growing more rapidly and when its quality (average
skill) is grOwing more slowly.

Distinguishing the relative roles

of foreign immigration, domestic demographic forces, mobilization
and demobilization is in itself an essential exercise.

Only

then will we be able to isoaate the role of labor supplj.

Only then

will we be able to: distinguish what is "inevitable" about modern
capitalistic development from the separate influence of demographic
forces.

demands,

The second set of variables is that governing relative factor
These long term demand forces, and in particular the degree

of imbalance in technological progress between sectors using machines,
skills'aud raw labor with varying intensity, have been understated as
determinants of inequality trends. ,Indeed, such technological imbalance
has not been well appreciated in explanations of accumulation and growth.
The time has come to model inequality histories.

There is no

longer any excuse for restricting our explanatory variables to income
levels or groWth rates in:accounting for inequality, nor to fall back
on ad hoc historical narratives of exogenous political or institutional
events.

it is our prediction that when demographic" and technological

60
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forces are examined as systematic influences on inequality, our view
of history and of policy will he very different from current conventional wisdom.

ef

6i
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Appendix Tab4 A-1. Urban Unskilled Hourly Wage in
America., 1816-1973 (Current Dollars)

Year
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824

'1825
18261827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
18.35

1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851.
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860

Year

Hourly Wage
.064
.084
.084
.075
.069
.059
.058
.057
.057
.058
.058
.058
.058
.058

I

1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

'.064

1876.

.058
.067
.071
.071
.081
.084
.085
.079
.085
.082
.081
.077
.075
.073
.075
.078
.079
.084
.033
.083
.079
.080
.081
.084
.085
:092
.093
.088
.088
.086

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
189 5
189 6

1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

2

Hourly Wage
.088
.091
.102
.120
.134
.137
.136
.139
.146
.152
.145
.145
.144
.143
.143'
.142
.122
.116
.116
.117
.123
.135
.137
.137
.136
.136
.139
.138
.137
.142
.140
.141
.138
.139
.139
.140
.142
.142
.144
.150
.149
.155
.159
.159
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Table.-A -1. (cont.)
Year
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
19 31

1932,

1933
1934
1935
19 36

1937
1938
1939
1940

1941"
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

1950/51
1951/52

Year

Hourly tgage

1952/53
1953/54
1954/55
1955/56
1956/57
1957/58
1958/59
1959/60
1960/61

.163
.171
.182
.178
.181
.183
2198

.203
.212
.231
.287
.426
.513
.529
.437
.402
.443
.458
.455
.461
.471
.474
.486
.478
.460
.400
.401
.479
.495
.501
.570
.586
.594
.611
.682
.773
.854

1961/62'
1962/63
1963/64
1964/65
1965/66
1966/67
1967/68
1968/69
1969/70
1970/71
1971/72
1972/73

..892

.917
1.015
1.147
,1.227
1.19
1.25
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Hourly Wage

1.33
1.4p
1.45
1.52
1.54
1.65
1.73
1.78
1.83
1.88
1.95
2.00
-2.08
2.15
2.23
2.34
2.51
2.69
2.88
3.
3.30
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Table A-1 (cont.)

Sources.

1816-1913: A nominal, daily wage,Aeries-is reported in
-Williamson, "Prices, Wages, and Urban Inequality Since
1820," Appendix Table.:_The daily wage series is divided
in manufacturing found in
by average hours workeyd
the Aldrich Report and'an Ethel B. Jones, "New Estimates
of. Hours of.Work Per Week and Hourly Earnings, 1900-1957,"
Review of Economics_and Statistics, vol. XLV, No. 2 (May
1963), pp. 374-385.
.

Except for 1915,121Y, the figures are for
1914-1948:
unskilled males in_manufacturing. These average hourly
earnings are taken from Historical Statistics, Series-

.

D-663, p. 94, and they were constructed from-taenty-five
industries by the National Industrial Conference Board.
The figures for 1915-1919. fre interpolated using the
average manufactUring weekly earnings series in Paul
`Douglas, Real Wages in the United States: 1891-1926
Houghton Mifflin, 1930), divided by average
(Boston:
weekly hours in manufacturing in Jones, "New Estimates,'
1950/51-1972-73: Average hourly wages in six cities,
unskilled custodial and maintenance, all industries,
from various. BLS occupational wage surveys.
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Table A-2.

(1)

Time Seties Data on Income Inequality in the United States,
since,1913 and in Seven Earlier. Years

Share of Income Received by Top 60 Percent of Householdp.
(OBE- Goldsmith).

1929-1935

87.5 percent

1936
1941
1944
1947

86.7
86.4
84.2
84.0

(2)

83.7-

1951
1954
1956
1959
1962

84.1
83.9
84.5
84.5

Share of Income Reeived by Top 5 Percent of Recipients,
Kuznets-Economic Variant.
26.10
25.76
31.70
30.39
28.08.
29.0 6
30.24
30.21
32.06

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1928

(3)

84.3 percent

. 1950

1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
p1935
7
1936
1937

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946

31.88
30.69
31.96
32.12
30.83
29.13
28.77
29.26
28.51

27.80
27.77
26.83
25.67
22.47.

20.86
18.68
19.27
19.96

Share of Income Received by Top 5 Percent of Recipients, OBEGoldsthith.

1929-1935
1936
1941
1944

30.0 percent
26.5
24.0
20.7

1947

20.9
21.4

19 50

20.7 percent
20.3
20.2
20.2
19.6

1951
1954
1956
1959
1962

(4), Share of Income Received-by Top 5 Percent of Recipients, Social
Security Population (Brittain).
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

.

21.15 percent
20.52
20.03
20.54
19.51
20.74
20.36
20.63

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

20.70
20.80
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.

20.50 percent
20.51
20.58
20.21
20.32
21.52
21.73
21.34
21.07
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Table A-2. (cont.)

a
(5)

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
(6)

1866
1,867

1868
1869
1870
1871

1894
1913
1914
1915
1916

Share of Income Received by Top 1.Percent (Kuznets-Basic Variant).
14.98 percent
13.07
14.32
15.58
14.16
12.69
12.84
12.34
13.50
13.38
12.28
12.91
13.73

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

11.80 percent

1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948

13.93 percent
14.39
14.94
14.50
13.82
13.25
12.90
12.14
12.03
12.07
13.37
13.00
11.53

11.89
11.39
10.06
9.38
8.58
8.81
8.98
8.49
8.38

Coefficient of Inequality (Inverse Pareto Slope) Among Richest
Taxpayers (Tucker-SoltoW),
0.71 percent
0.69
0.71
0.71
0.67
0.71

0.61
0.64
0.65
0.71
0.75

1917
.1918

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

1928
1929

0.68 percent
0.61
0,58
0.55
0.53
0.58
0.58
0.60
0.65
0.645
0.66
0.70
0.70

0.62 percent
0.585
0.57

1930
19 31

1932
1933
.' 1934
19351939

0.565.
0.57
0.56

.

1965

'

0.47

(Fur Sources and further description of these series, see "Sources and
Notes to Figure 1 and Table A-2" above.)
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Table A-3.

Time Series Data on Occupational Pay Ratios in the nonfarm
United States since Colonial Times

(1) Carpenters, Massachusetts (ratio of carpente's to unskilled daily
wage without board).
1771-1780
1781-1790
1791-1800
1801-1810
1811-1820
1821-1830

1831-1840
1841-1850
1851-1860
1861-1880
1881-1883

1.388
1.259
1.181
1.334
1.242
1.244

1.606
1.608
2.082 '.
1.635
1.840

.

(2) Skilled Workers, 1816-1939, 1948.
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837

1.094
1.176
1.149
1.218
1.207
1.278
1.280
1.271
1.278
1.287
1.341
1.355
1.381
1.368
1.346
1.361
1.376
1.392
1.407
1.422
,1.437

1838E

1.468
1.483
1.498
1.498

1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849

.1.452

'

1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1957
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866

1.736
1.762

1.738,
1.735
1.769
1.781
1.836
1.679
1.630
1.668
1.668
1.686
1.758
1.676
1.677

1.6524
1.684
1:749'
1.753
1.744
1.754
1.761
1.774
1,812
1.810
1.796
1.762
1.740

186 7

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
18 75

1.498'

1876'

1.498
1.511
1.537
1.564
1.784
1.773
1.673

1877
1878
T879
1880
1881
1882
1883

1.745/

1.697
1.734
1.736
1.741
1.747
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1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
190.1

1902
1903
1904
19051906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

1.747
1.703
1.726
'1.705
1.697
1.700
1.702
_1.732
1.706
1.717
1.735
1.718
1.717
1.797
1.801
1.825
1.825
1.829
1.809
1.826
1.878
'1.857
1,846
1.849
1.879
1.909
1.919
1.949
1.960
1.960
1-.989

1.989
1.989
1.876
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Table A -3

(?)

(continued)

Skilled Workers, 1816-1939, 1948 (continued).

1921
1922
1923

1.764
1.722
1.806
1.904
1.943
1.917

19 24

1.33

1925
1926

1.952
1.953

1918
1919

1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

1932

1

1933
1934
1935

1.922
1.919
1.893
1.922 ,
1.903
1.951
1.912
1.865
1.880

19 36

1937
1938
1939
1948

1.917
1.893
1.901
I 1.888
1.773

Data given in "Sources and
(3). Skilled Workers, 1950/51-1972/73:
Notes to Figure.2 and Table A-3" above.

(4) Skilled Workers in Manufacturing (Ober-Miller).
1907
191871919
1931-1932

.

1937 -1940.

2.05
1.75
1.80
1.65

1945-1947
1952-1953

10 55

1955-19,56

f1.38

1.37

(5) Publij. School Teachers, 1841-1972.
o.

-

1

1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1.854

1855
1856
1857
1858
1859

.812
.813
.808
.820
.789
.766
.748
.762
'.820

.810
.843
.871

..910
.903
.963
.942
.989

1.056
1.007

\

1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877.
1878

.993
.958
.926
.849
.861
.856
.933
1.065
1.123
1.144
1.250
1.257
1.229
1.2A3
1.310
1.371
1.387
1.410
1.371
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1879
1880

.280
.319

1.881

1. 90
1.2
1.220
1.213
1.268
1.255
1.231
1.208
1.209
1.222
1.233
1.268
1.293
1.323
1.341
1.355
1.349

1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889

1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
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Table A- 31(continued)

(5) Public School Teachers
1898
1899

1900r/
1901L-",.

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

1.356
1.409
1.421
1.407
1.444
1.409
1.455
1.470
1.500
1.494

1841-1972 (continued).

1918
1920
1922
1924
1926
1928
1930
1932
1934
1936
1938
1940
1942
1944
1946
1948
1950
1952
1954

1.460.

1.550
1.553
1.596
1.638
1.573
1.576
1.539
1.470

.906
.984
1.622

1956
1958
1960

-1.456

,1962
1964

I

1.473
1.510
1.548
1.862
1.343
1.332
1.213
1.213
1.004
.993
1.001
1.090
1.096
u
1.119
1.136

1966
1968
1970

1.167
1.172
1.222
1.256
-1-.290

19 72

1.338
1.343
1.305
1.301

1904
1906
1908
1910
1912
1914
1916
1918
1920
1922
1924

4.747
4.580
4.226
4.458
4.428
4.147
3.743
2,114
1.903
2.932
2.829

1926
1927
1928

3.427
3.394
3.479
3.456
3.499
3.715
4.224

(6) Methodist Ministers, Mass. and NY, 1860-1924.
1860
1862
1864
1866
1868
1870
1872
1874
1876
1878
1880

4.513
4.114
3.370
3.696
4.321
4.340
5.042
5.105;

5.233
5.684
5.163

'

1882
1884
1886
1888
1890
1892
1894
1896
1898
1900
1902

4.861
4.936
5.021
5.147
5.163
5.458
5.665
5.387
5.284
5.137
5,094

(7) Associate Professors, 1908-1972.
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

4.522
4.691'
4.798
5.011
4.867
4.552
4.586
4.441
4.050

1.917

3.387
2.362
2.128
2.313
3.140
3.740
3.441
3.367

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
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1929-

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934

.
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Table A-3 ( continued)

(7) Associate Professor, 1908-1972 (continued) .
2.932
2.976
2.758
2.721

1935
1936
1937
1938

1951
i.
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957\
1958
1959

..

19 39

1940
1941
1942

2.678

1948

2.178

.

2.150

2.104
2..025
.

1.952

..

1.808
1.838
1.951

1960
) 1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

1.996
1.943
1.964
2.012
2.053
2.091
2%155

2,190
2.191
2.158
2.047
2.053
1.928

(8) Pb.ys.:scians , 1929 -1969.
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
19 36

1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

1946.
1947

"

19 8
1.49

5.374
65.094
4.541
3.973
3.676
3.530
3.732
4.196
3.759
3.492
3.560

50

.

1951

5.178
5.373

1955

'5.412

1959

6.341

,.

3.:634

/

3.700
4 .356

4.900
5.494
5.984
.5.026
4.676

4.616

1962
1963
1964
19650
1966
1967
7
1968
1969

6.364
6.397
6.968

6.879
7.36
7.580
7.655
7.699
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followed by stability thereafter.
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17
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By comparison,

Reyn9lds and Smolensky have estimat d that the total redistributive
effect of all government spending and taxation was on the order of
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.079 for 1950, and about .110 for 1970 (loc.cit.)
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comparability, transfer payments should be subtracted from the OBE-.

Goldsmith data

Doing so would bring the pre-fisc equalization of

1929-1951 down to about the 1950 estimate of government redistribution.
21

Kuznets, The Share of Upper Income Groups, Table 88.

22Williamspn, "Strategic Wage.Goods, Prices, and Inequality," p. 25.
23

See Perlo, The Income 'Revolution', esp. pp. 12-33, 38742.

Another,

adjustment is to count all corporate profits, including those paid to the
government in profits taxes, as part of the pre-tax incomes of shareholders.
Doing so raises the share of income going-to the top income groups,
since corporate shares are much more unequally held than i
come received.

total in-

Doing so also has the effect of dampening the decline

in the share of income received by the top 5 percent of the population
by- about 3 percentage points, or about a third of the estimated decline.

See Selma F. Goldsmith, "Changes in the Size Distribution of Income,"
in Edward C. Budd.(ed.), Inequality and Poverty (New York:

W.W. Norton,

1967), pp. 78-79.
24
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Series, no. 62, Table 11; George Stigler, Employment and Compensation
in Education (New York':

NBER, 1950), NBER Occasional Paper no. 33,

Tables 28, 29, 46, and D; and the sources cited there.. Pharmacists
appear to have gained as fast in average income as did unskilled workers
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for the decade 1939-1949, t3 judge from their income gains reported
in Blank and Stigler, Table 12.
2 5

The official USDA and BLS cost-of-living series imply that the

farm family cost of living rose about 15 percent more than the cost
of living for urban manual and clerical workers between 1940 and the
early 1950s.

This is consistent with the decline in urban-farm

consumer price differentials implied by the studies of Koffsky for
1941 and Puterbaugh for 1955, yet we retain doubts about the comparability of the bundles priced in the two settings.

See USDA, Statis-

tical Reporting Service, Crop. Reporting Board, Prices Paid by Farmers...
1910-1960 (Washington;

GPO, 196i), USDA Statistical Bulletin

319, Table 3; US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Handbook of Lebo
1974 (Washington:

o.

Statistics-

GPO, 1974), P. 301; Horace L. Puterbaugh, "Purchasing

Power of Urban, Rural Nonfarm, and Rural Farm Income, 1955," Agricultural
Economics Research, vol. 13, no. 3.(July 1961), pp. 89-94; and Nathan
Koffsky, "Farm>and Urban Purchasing Power," in NBER, Studies in Income
and Wealth, vol. 11 (New York:

NBER), pp. 151-178, and the following

criticisms, pp. 179ff.
26

See George Stigler, Trends'in Employment in the Service Industries,

"pp. 93-105, and U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the
United States-1974 (Washington;

GPO, 1974), pp. 350, 351, 356, 754,
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27

28

29

Kolko, Wealth and Power in America, p. 13.
Ibid., p. 14.

National Industrial Conference Board,

Social Progress (New York:

dies in Enterprise and

NTCB, 1939), Table 1, p. 125.
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The book's
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forward elaborates on its intent:

"The purpose was to focus the atten:-

tion of the business community and the public upon the problems of
preserving and improving the enterprise system, and to create a clear,
common consciousness of its underlying principles, the condition of
its effective operation and Its past and potential accomplishments."
(pp. v, vi.)

3 0 Willford I. King, The Wealth and Income of the People of the

United States (NeW York:

Macmillan, 1915), p. 221.

31Greater inequality is implied at a couple of points

in Wesley

C. Mitchell, W.I. King, et.al., Income in the United States, 1909-1919
(New York:

Harcourt Brace,-1921), vol. I, pp. 112,- -116.

There it

was estimated that 96 percent received less than $2000 for 1910,
versus,only 94.86 percent in King's 1915 book.

The 1921 study also

estimated the 1913 share of income going to the top 5 percent at
33 percent, above their estimates for the rest of Jie decade and far
enough above King'S figure of about 27.6 percent for 1910 to make the
lattez look suspiciously. low.

King made no mention of the pioneering 1910 estimates in his
The National Income and Its Purchasing Power (New York: -NBER, 1930).
He did, however, continue making eclectic estimates of the entire
income distribution.

Two -of his unpublished detailed ostimates,-afte-

for 1921 and-one for 1928, existed in the files of the National Bureau
of Economic Research as of 1939 and may, if recovered, give important
clues to his procedure.

(See C.L. Merwin, Jr., "American Studies of

the Distribution of Wealth and Income by Size," in NBER, Studies in
Income and Wealth (New York:

NBER, 1939), pp. lln, 12n, 38-45.)
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32King's

Tables XLIII and XLIV place the top-decile share of income

in the range 35.36 percent-35.42 percent, whereas the NICB and Kolko
report only 33.9 percent.

The King estimate is higher than all their

top-decile shares for later years except those for 1921 and 1929.
33lrving

B. Kravis, The Structure of Income (Philadelphia:

versity of Pennsylvania, 1962), pp. 202-236, Appendix 2.1.

Uni-

Martin

Bronfenbrenner relied on Kravis and Kolko when summarizing income
distribution trends in the U.S. (Income Distribution Theory, pp. 67-72).
34

Ibid., pp. 208, 209.

Actually, Kravis understated the inequality

of income reported by King in one respect:

He reported that the top

5 percent of recipients -got.26.3 percent of the 1910 income, whereas

King's own figures (Tables XLIII and XLIV) gave the top,I5 Tiercent about
27.6 percent.
35

The prewar BLS surveys were designed to

be representative of

the conditions as to cost of living of persons employed as wage
workers and at small salaries."

(U.S. Commissioner of Labor,

Eighteenth Annual Report (Washington:

GPO, 1904), p. 15.)

The

"normal family" subset-picked up by:Kravis consisted Of families with
husbands currently employed at nonprofessional jobs, with wives present;
and with earnings below a cut-off.point making them "representative" of
working families.

By contrast, Kravis's "comparable" 1950 groups included

some professionals and managers.

Kravis also seems to acknowledge that

differences in the top income cutoffs and in'earnings by secondary bread-

winners made the earlier surveys still narrower in population coverage
than his 1950 counterparts.(flae Structure_of,Income, pp. 34, 35).
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36

37

Ibid., pp. 213-216.

This index, the.inversePareto slope given in Figure 1, measures

the percentage by which income must rise to achieve a one percent drop
in the proportion of the population having, more than that income in
the year in question.

It turns out in practice that this slope is

virtually constant over most ranges above the mean income, but is not
useful in describing inequality below the mean income.
.38 The comparison of top-percentile shares of wealth in 1860 and
and
1929 is affected by differences in coverage of the adult population

by the treatment of slaves in the 1860 estimates.

While the 1860

estimates cover the wealth distribution among adult free males (SoltOW)
:'or among free'families

(Gallman's "1860A"), Lampman's estimate for

1929 gives the share by.the top percentile of athadults, whether or
not they are household.heads.

By excluding nonhotsehold heads from

the poPulation base, one would find a lower top-perCentile share of
total wealth than is given by Lampman for 1922, 1929, and later dates.

Furthermore, changing thetreatment of slaves in the estimates may
or may not raise the wealth inequality of 1860.

The estimates cited

by Soltow and Gellman treated slaves as property but not as part of
the population of potential wealthholders.

Gellman has shown that for

1860 the.degree of inequality would not.be changed at all by treating
slaves as potential wealthholders rather than as property.

The addi-

tion of population with zero wealth (which would raise inequality) is

offset by the_subtraction of slave wealth from the wealthy (which
would lower inequality).

Yet one could just a'S reasonably treat slaves

as both the property of whites and as penniless potential wealthholders

80

78

in 1860, a procedure that would adjust the estimated wealth inequality
in 1860 upward.
40

Except for 1910, the regional inequality 4rIes is based on

estimates by. Richard A. Easterlin, "Inter-regional Differences in

Per Capita Incdme, Population, and Total Income, 1840-1950," in
Trends in the American Economy in the Nineteenth Century (Princeton:
Princeton' University Press, 1960) and Frank A. Hanna, State Income

Differentials, 1919-1954 (Durham:

Duke UniverSity Press, 1959) as

repdrted in Williams n, "Regional Inequality and the Process of National
Development," Tabl

4, p. 25.

The weighted coefficient of variation

uses state per c :pita ificome estimates weighted by state population.

The 1910 6tim to is,from Lindert, Fertility and Scarcity in America,
Table G-3, who constructed regional income estimates for 36 states in
1910 by interpolating on census production data between 1900 and 1920.
1

The urban unskilled and skilled Wage categories underlying our

"linked" series-in Figure 2 do occupy positions in the income distribution
which are usually separated .by fairly stable differences in percentiles.
The terM.1"uSnally" is stressed since the statement seems to hold frOm

1918 to 1921 and from 1930 to 1970.
levelling:from 1929 to 1930, however.

It does not hold during the
Unfortunately, we do not have

adequate data for any of the years prior to World War I to extend this
'analysis backwards.
follows:

What we. do have is presented in the table which

CC

Sources:

1

2.86

35.93

-

1:'34

3.70

4.00

10.15--

33.60

16.50

.,,

213'3

16:70

.

$5066
8339

Families

Non. Farm

17'30.

34'20

16.90

$5066
8339
2133'

All Families

CPS

1970

17'57

45.34

49.01

58.04
21'97

27'77

$5066
8339
2133

All Units

27.04

$2234
3529
1281

All Units

1950
OBE

19.19-

37

218

$1150

,r)\

Non Farm
Families

.

Annual earnings of farm
All hourly Wage data are taken from sources listed in Appepialx Tables A-1,an Figure 2, expect farm.
Growth
(New
York:
McGraw
Hill,
1964),
Table
A-18, p. 525.
employees is taken from S. Lebergott, Manpower and Economic
Non-agricul ure hours' worked per year (full time) are
time
equivalents.
The urban skilled and unskilled are annual full
Statistics,
based on E.B. Jones "New Estimate-"of Hours of Work per Week,and Hourly Earning ," Review of Economics and
per year, 1929-2367, 1950-1877, and
The
relevant
figures
are
1918-2460
hou
XLV, No. 4 (lovember 1963), pp. ,,c34-385.
distribution data are taken from the following sources:
1970- 1819.2
It's'Amount and Distribution,
1918 - W.C. Mitchell, W.I. King, F.R. Macauley and 0.W. Knautlf, Income Ans_ths.141ftitelt'States:
132-134.
Harcourt,
Brace
and
Company,
19214,-Vo1-.-i,
pp.
1909-1919/(New York:
The Brookings
1929 - M. Leven,, 11-:G. Moulton, and C. Warburton, America's Capacity to Consume (Washington, D.C::
warrant estimates
The
income
classes
are
not
sufficiently
detailed
to
Institution, 1934), Table 38, p. 228:
of farm labor percentiles.
to Other Income Data," in An Appraisal
1950 - S.F. Goldsmith, "The Relation of Census Income Distribution Statistic
Vol.
23
(New
York: NBER, 1958), Table 8, p. 93.
of the 1950 Census Income Data, Studies in Income and Wealth,
"Money Income in 1972 of Families and
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Current Population Reports, Consumer Income.
1970
Series
P-60,
No.
90
(December
1973),
Table
18, pp. 48-49.
Persons in the United States,"

:Farm Labor

35.10

63.68

68,98

83.02

Urban Skilled
40.36

27.75

33.88

378

401

$1150
2178
378

All Families

42.66

.2178

.1849
'

$1150

.$1048

All Units

Brookings

1929

Urban Unskilled

of:

Estimated Percentiles'

Annual Income.
Full Time of:
Urban Unskilled
Urban Skilled
Farm Labor

(ex soldiers)

1918
Macau ley
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ReiCessions.,were run on annual data for the period 1913-1934.

PARETO refers to the Tucker-Soltow inverse pareto slope along taxpayers,
while TOPPER is Kuznets's basic variant', top 1 percent (series (6),
Figure 1).

WGP, or wage gap,. refers to Williamson's linked aeries

on the ratio of skilled to unskilled wages (series (2)) Figure 2).
The nonfarm civilian unemployMent rate, u, is calcualted from Stanley

Lebergott, Manpower and annoMic Growth, Table A-3 for the 1913-1921
period.

The remaining years ire from Robert M. Coen, "Labor Force

a

and Unemployment in the 1920s and 1930s:

A Re-examination Based,on

Postwar Experience," Review of Economics and Statisties.,-55 (,February
3

r.

1973), Table 2,'p. 52:

PARETO

=

+ 0.00422[( ;P] - 0.00446[A]
(2.87349)
(3,10692)
(.48370)
)

.3756,

PARETO

=

r0.38302
(1.30677)
R-

TOPPER

=

(.310)

(.95174)
_1
R7

.on50

I)N

0.nS208[WC,P1
(3.41267)

.4929, Dv;

TOPPER

.5758

0.0(5538[11CP] 4 0.122931og[1/u]
(3.31096)
(1.63376)

.4029,

1-1,40900

DW'

0.07299[ull
(3.10375)

1,2990

4).10470fWGP1
(3.75064)

1.06,50[1/u]
(2.81346)

il.2360

.386:;,

Figures in parenthescs art tsiatistics
43 Charles F. Holt, ".31.40 Distribution and the Prosperity of the

1972, 'converting data from Kuznets,

Twenties," In.s. DulutL, .`itiuu

Share ofUpper Inconw ;;ro ps, into con3tant dollars.

8
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44 Williamson, "Prices and Urban Inequality:

American Cost of

Living by Socioeconomic Class, 1820-1948," Discussion Paper EH 74=-26,

Graduate Program it Economic History, University of Wisconsin-Madison
(August 1974), pp. 22 -23.
45 Kuznets; The Shares of Upper Income Groilv, Table 119, p. 607.

See also Williamson, "Demand and the Distribution of Income," for
similar calculations relati/ig to World War I and its'aftermath.
calculations do little damage to 'ou

Such

t-t7etl, century chrnology .cited

earlier, in this paper.
46 Stanley Lebergott, Manpower in Economic Growth, pp. 164-189,

Tables A-15 and A -3, Jeffrey G. Williamson, Late Nineteenth Century

American Development:

A General Equilibrium History (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 19-i4), .Table C 5, p. 30A.

holpcnI

cfltod Crom

rhi,

n,,,,,.,,etions and

provision of unpabtiLed. data r'rom Sevorli scholars familiar with the

wealth and decgrarl:ic data for :.:4ovial and antio;;ellum America.
Without impliatin.,, them in the efror
to tfl:u

Jams A. Oenretta

RoLert

Gloria L. Matn,

fackiion

remnin, we would like

ti!:1

Alice Hanson Jones,-'

Main, Gary 3. :L),01, Dante! S. Smith, Lee

Soltow, Gerald b. 14Arden, and Kobert Wells.
48

The data on ;;ew York cir

in Early America," Table i.

;)e bound in G. :lain, "Inequality

rh top docile sJar.

44.5-percent in 1695 and 45 percent in 1789.

arlon

tax payers was
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49

Jackson T. Main, "The Distribution of Property in Colonial'

Connecticqt," in James Kirby (ed.), The Human Dimensions-of Nation
The State H±storical Society, 1976).

Making (Madison,
50

Brute Daniels, "Long Run Trends of Wealth Distribution in 18th

Century New England," Explorations in Economic History, vol.
2, Winter 1973-74, .pp. 123 -136.

,

no.

Daniels* used probate. inventory data

unadjusted for age.
cQ

51

See J. Main, "The Distribution of Property in.Colonial Connecticut,"

pp. 77-83.
52

Gloria L. Main, "Inequality in Early America:

The Evidence-of

Probate Records from Massachusetts and Maryland," mimeo., 1975, Tables
IV and V.

53Lee $oltow, "Economic Inequality in the United States in the

Period from 1790 to 1860," Journal of Economic History, vol. 31eno.
4, December 1971, pp. 822-839.
54

Lee Soltow, Men and Wealth in the United_States, 1850-1870

(New Haven:

Yale University Press, 1975), p..107.

This sentence is.,based on an examination of the following age
distributions:
and Terr-

(a) New England white males, ,c. 1690 (Robert Paul Thomas

.11(lerson, "White Population, Labor Force, and the Extensive

Growth of the New England Econdmy in the Seventeenth Century," Journal
of Economic I1istorj, vol. 33, no'.

3, September 1973, p. 654); (b)

both sexes, Bedford and New Rochelle, New-York, 1698 (Robert Wells,
The Population of the British Colonies ih America before 1776,

83

Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1975), p. 117;

necticut whites, both sexes, 1774 (ibid., p. 92);

(c) Con-

(d) U.S. white

A71-A84);
males, 1800 (Historical Statistics of the United States, Seies

and (e) U.S. males

860 (ibid.).

56Soltow, Men aid Wealth in the United States, p. 152.
57 Soltow, Men and Wealth, p. 107.

The Gini coefficient of wealth

born
inequality for all males in 1870 was .833'and that for native
males was .831.
58

Ibid.

The Gini coefficient fm' farm males alone was .765.

59,"Frontier" counties had far lower wealth concentration levels

During the period 1720-1740,

in Southern New England for example.

probated
the top 30 percent of estates comprised 60.24 percent of.the
82.45 perwealth in Worcester County while the figure for Boston was
cent.

During the peridd 1740-1760, the .figure for Hartford was 77.27

of
percent while middle and small Connecticut - townships had figures

69.05

//
d 60.83 percent, 'respectively.

of Wealth Distribution,"

Seel Daniels, "Long Range Trends,

r. 129 and 131.

and Pennsylvania confir

Other data for Massachusetts

characterization.

60 The estimates for both cities are taken from Edward Pessen,

Riches, Class, and Power Before the Civil War (Lexington, Mass.;' D.C.
Heath, 1973).,' Tables 3-1, 3-2,

3-3, and 3-4, pp. 33-37.

For New York

City, Pessen supplies the share of noncorporate wealth among
population" held by the top 4 percent.
66 percent between 1823 and 1845.

",the

Their share rose from 49 to:,

The data for Brooklyn refer to the top

between 1810 and 1841.
one percent whose share rose from 22 to 42 percent
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61 This section draws heavily on Williamson, "The Relative Costs

-

,

of American Men."
62 CalculatPd froth E. H. Phelps-Brown, A Century of Pay (London:

MacmillanO, 1968), p. 47.

This was the dominant view of contemporary

analysts, too. Taussig, for example, found the ".comparatively low

rate of pay for the unskilled" prior to World War I "markedly peculiar."
F. W. Taussig, International Trade (New Ykrk:

1927), pp. 58-60..

63H. J. Habakkuk, American and British Technology in the Nineteenth
Century (CanlQridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1962).
+

64

N

I

Rosenberg, "Anglo-American Wage DifferenCes in the 1820s,"

Journal of Economic History 27,0une 1967)) PP
.

221-229.

-a
1

65

This remarkable statement was made in 1835.

de Tocqueville,

Democracy in America (New York:_. A. A. Knopf, 1963)-, Ip. 161.
b6

J.

F. Zabler, "Further Evidence on American Ke Differentia,
5

'
I

1
pp. 109N1800-1830," Explorations ii, /Economic
/Economic History 10 (Fa11972),

117 is preferred to D. R. Adams, "Wage Rates in the Early National
Philadelphia, 1785-1830," Journal of Economic History 28

Period:

(September 1968), pp. 404-426.
to 1825.
67

They coincide thereafter.

R. G. Layer, Earnings of Cotton Mill Operatives

(Cambridge:
68

The two document conflicting trends

1825-1914

Harvard, 1955), Table 14, p. 52.

Erie Canal common labor wage data is taken from W. B. Smith,

"Wage Rates on the Erie Canal," Journal of Economic History 23
(September 1963), Table 1, pp. 303-304.

The earnings data-for civil

engineers working on canals and other internal Improvements can he
a
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found in M, Aldrich, "Earnings of. American Civil Engineers, 1820-1859,"

Journal of Economic History 31 (June 1971), Table 1, p. 201.
69Williamson, "The Relative Cost of American Men," pp. 12-15.

70C. D.Wright, Comparative Wages, Pxices, and Cost of Liviu
(Boston:. 1889).

The following ratio of machinist's to common labor

daily wages are gleaned from pages 22, 54, 55, and 185:
1825
1831-1840
1837
1845
1841-1850
1851-1860
1871-1880
1881-1883

150.0 percent
154.8
185.2
169.0
190.1
220.5
168.2
171.8

It should be emphasized again that the pay differentials discussed
There is some evidence to suggest

in the text are for urban workers.

that all workers, urban and, rural, would be described by a pay structure.

index not entirely unlike thoyrban indeitself.

This missing data,

of course, relates to "wage gaps" between urban and rural employment.
Wright s Comparativc: Wages (pp. 184-185)

supplies Massachusetts day

rates for urbUn common labor and for agricultural employment.

The

ratio or the former to the latter, yields a relatilve-wage gap.

Taking

1850-1860 = 100, we have:

1650-1860

102.6
103.2
92.9
100.0

1870-A-180

11_7.0

1820-1830
1830-184(1
1840-.1850

1880-1A83

The Massachwletts wage gap was quite stable between the 1320s and 1850s.
If the same was true La other states, then by in(orence the economy-wide
pay s true ture

pie followed

.- losely

8i

=

7 structure in these

(-
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four antebellum decades.

This was less true of the post Civil War

0

trend.:

Since the rural-urban wage gap opened up sharply between

the 1850/arid the 1870s, our urban pay differentials index muse

understate the economy-wide widening in pay differentials during
Reconstruction.
71

The real wage data can be found in Williamson, "Prices, Wages

and Urban Inequality Since 1820," Appendix Table.
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